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Les Aspin Resigns

Volume VII, NO. 6

By Shelley Carroll
Editor-in-Chief

WASHINGTONClinton
appointee and Secretary of Defense
Les Aspin resigned in late Decem
ber, citing personal reasons for his
resignation. Experts speculate that
he was for ced to resign by Clinton
and other key officials.
Aspin's term was plagued by
ffequentdisagreements with the rest
of the Clinton administration over
defense issues, including the ques
tion of gays in the military. Aspin
did not support Clinton's "Don't
ask, don't tell" policy.
The former Secretary ofDefense
was al so troubled by an incident
with troops in Somalia when he
failed to provide troops with the
armored equipment they requested.
One soldierwas taken prisoner, while
another was killed and his body was
dragged through the streets before
news cameras, dragging Aspin's
reputation with it.
Clinton has appointed Bobby
Inman as Aspin's replacement.
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1993- the Year in
Entertainment.
See page 9.

ARTS*•••••••••• 24,25
DORM LIFE******** 31
FEATURES******* 21-32
HEALTH ISSUES***26-27

HUMOR«»»"« 30
NEWS"."""" 1-3
OPINIONS"."" 4-7
ROTC"*""."19-20
SPORTS*"""" 13-18
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Original ASC Student Constitution Found
Original Document Now Hangs in Dr. Bob Strozier's Office
By Shelley Carroll
Editor-in-Chief
One man's junk is another man's
treasure— when one person throws out an
old piece of paper, another will find it and
cherish it. Dr. Robert Strozier (Public
Relations) received acall from Dr. Marilyn
Buck (BSN): "Bob," she said, "I am over
here in [Dr.] Deanna [Cross's] office and I
have something that is going to cause you
to have a[biological experience]." Stozier,
obviously very curious, hurried over to Dr.
^ Cross's office to see the document she had
|
discovered at a rummage sale at St. Paul's
•S- Episcopal Church.
»
The framed document, which Strozier
•? estimates was written in 1935 or 1936, isan
8 original copy of the "Constitution of the

Armstrong Junior College Students' Asso
ciation."
The document consists of "five
'Articles' and enumerates six student
organizations including two literary
societies," said Strozier.
The "Constitution" is, ofcourse a very
interesting discovery, and, in Dr. Strozier's
opinion, is "a valuable piece of Armstrong
history." It is not always easy or possible to
reconstruct the attitudes students conveyed
in the first years of the coll
ege, and original
documents such as this one give us a
valuable tool to do so.
The college is attempting to date the
document precisely, and will announce
any information they learn.
The document, shown at the left, now
hangs in Dr. Strozier's office. • •

Coach Griff Mills Makes Role Models Out of Pirates
By Shelley Carroll
Editor-in-Chief
The sign hanging in the locker room
of the men's basketball team reads, "You
make a living by what you get. You make
a life by what you give."
Apparently, this idealisticslogan holds
a great deal of personal meaning for Head
Coach Griff Mills, his coaching staff, and
his players,for the team has recently become
involved with a Big Brother- Little Brother
program at Bethesda Boy's Home.
The children at Bethesda compiled
profiles, describing themselves and their
hobbies. Bethesda sent the profiles to
Coach Mills, and the players and coaches
chose their little brothers.
The team's excitement grew as the
introduction day approached. They met
their litde brothers, and the group had
lunch to get to know the kids.

In order for the team to understand
row and where the boyslived, they took a
lip to Bethesda to see everything first
land.
So far, before the Christmas holidays,
he ream members have written letters to
heir little brothers and tried to stay in
ouch.

Basketball Team Joins Big Brother Program

The 1993-94 Pirates with their little brothers.

With the 1993-94 basketball season
just underway, the team will stay very busy
and have less and less time to spend with
the boys. To compensate, Mills promises
to rope off a section for the littlebrothersat
many Pirate home games.
"Right now these kids view us as
basketball players first,1* Mills said. They

Photo by jon Wright

want to see us play." .
At a time when children across the
nation placeathletes inhigher regard than
ever before, Armstrong's basketball players

"Role Models" continued on page 2.
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And the Governor Said, "Let There Be HOPE!"
Qeorgia Lottery Funds Education Through HOPE Qrant

By Clark Kuntz
Staff Writer

Since its conception, the Georgia
Lottery has been kindling for controversy
state wide. Millions of dollars compound
monthly, feeding a system based on ch
ance.
Now it seems that every time 1stand in line
to spend my hard-earned money for needed
transportation fuel, I find myself behind
numerous folk anxiously awaiting the op
portunity to once again give their tithes to
the almighty gas station cashier. 1 stop and
think, "Should I jo in in on the merriment
of giving in hopes that I could become
Georgia's newest millionaire?" 1 have
consistently resisted the temptation;
however, I have also continued to wonder,
"Just where does that money go?"
As it ismy basic nature toask questions,
1 inquired about a program which testifies
diat there is HOPE in this system of passive
gambling. HOPE, whichstandsforHelping
Outstanding Pupils Educationally, is

•independent with an AGI of
Georgia's somewhat unique program that
"rewards high school students' hard work
less than $66,000 or dependent with
with tuition scholarships in degree programs
a parental AGI of less than $66,000
at any Georgia public college, university, or
•legal resident of the state of
technical institute." This is no secret; this
Georgia or a military dependent
mission statement can be found in a free
•undergraduate student who has
brochure distributed by the Financial Aid
attempted 45 to 90 credit hours with
Office
(FAO)
in
Armstrong's
at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA
Administration Building.
•were enrolled at least two
If you find yourself in the category of
quarters in a Georgia public college
"needful" and are interested in the gracious
during the 1992-93 academic year
scholarship of the Georgia Lottery, you
mustfirstproveyourself eligible—and being
Onceyourfinancialaidfile is complete,
broke is not on the list of qualifications. the FAO will notify you of your eligibility.
When I spoke to Janet Cook of the FAO, It is important to note that this grant pays
she enlightened me with a list of the only matriculation fees not paid by Pell,
qualifications. The list, which follows, SEOG, or NTPA grants.
must be met in its entirety:
Second year students of HOPE must
•completed a 1993-94 Free
have attempted at least 45 and no more
Application for Federal Student
than 90 quarter hours. Also, second year

scholars must maintain a 3.0 cumulative
GPA on a 4.0 scale. After the 1993-94
school year, this gift from our omniscient
legislature will be given ONLY to eligible
high school graduates. As always, if you
have any questions concerning thislucrative
money exchange, just stop by the Financial
Aid Office or give them a call at 927-5272,
So the next time you are standing in
line to purchase petrol or to contribute to
the nasty habit of smoking, remember that
you too could run the gambit with abuck or
two, and know that you may have given to
someone's education. And of course, you
will find yourself in the runningfor Georgia's
Rich and Famous. Just think- if you win
the lottery, you can personally finance the
building of ASC's next parking lot! ••

Aid (FAFSA)

Phi Mu Fraternity For Women
Brings Holiday Cheer to Children
Sorority Sisters Team Up to Donate Qifts to St. Mary's Home
ByShelley Carroll

out at Bud's Warehouse and donated the
money to our philanthropy, CMN, " she
said.
'We've sold doughnuts for CMN as
For the past two years, Phi Mu
well,
and we want to participate in the
Fraternity for Women has been involved
CMN
Telethon [on CBS] again this year."
with St. Mary's Home for orphaned or
In
the past, the sorority had held
under privileged children by compiling
many
fund-raisers
for CMN, such as their
Halloween baskets for die children, who
Kandy
for
Kids
pro
gram
in February. The
could not go trick-or-treating. This year,
group
would
sell
Valentine's
candy in the
the sisters expanded their service to the
cafeteria
and
donate
proceeds
to CMN.
Christmas season, giving gift baskets to
The
sorority
becomes
involved
in many
all 23 children in the home.
causes
for
the
benefit
of
women
and
Susan Smith, Vice President of the
children
both
locally
and
na
tionally.
They
Kappa Omicron Chapter of the national
sorority, said that the sisters have also will continue to work with St. Mary's
participated in fund-raising projects for Home for other holidays, such as
the benefit of Children's Miracle Valentine's Day, in the hopes ofspreading
Network (CMN). "We wrapped presents some holiday cheer to others. • •

Editor-iri'Chief

Phi Mu Rush

TUesday, January 11th
6:30-7:30 pm
in MCC Lob by.
Call J ennifer at 897-3036
for more information.

"Role Models,"cont. from page 1.
are having the opportunity to do what the community for so much [in the set
professional basketball star Charles Barkley of] financial support," said Mills. "This
refused to do— become role models. "I tell our chance to give something back."
my players [they] are all role models for
"We want people to realize, mc
kids in the community," Mills said. "This importantly, that ASC has a basketb;
program is good for us because it gives [the program for the right reasons," 1
players] a chance to see that."
continued. 'Wins off the court are just
Mills believes that involvement in important as wins on the court."
the program will create a support system
Because of the great person
for both the kids and the team. As satisfaction he gained from working wil
Assistant Coach at East Carolina, Mills the SpecialOlympicsatEastCarolinaar
was involved in similar community DePauw, Mills has encouraged his playe
programs. "There is a big need for this to become more involved in communi
program in the community," he said. activities for all the right reasons. F
"We're not just here to play basketball... wants his players to "get a lot out of tl
we re here to do other important things as experience."
well."
Mills feels the Big Brother prograi
Mills and his coaching staffhope that will"help kids, fill a void in the communir
Armstrong's involvement in the Big and be a good learning experience for th
Brother program will foster an players. The only negative aspect," h
environment of academic support, said, "is that [we] can't spend as muchtin
discipline, hard work, and good attitudes, as [we] want to [with the kids]."
all of which Mills believes to be essential.
The Pirates plan to host activiteie
In effect, the players will be learning to for their little brothers in the spring whe
coach the kids.
the basketball schedule is not so hectic
"My players are having topreach what Those players residing in Savannah thi
they practice in our gym everyday. I te ll
summer will continue to work with th
them the same things they tell their little program, andMills hopes to hostasummt
brothers, said Mills. "I hope [the players]
clinic. Over the holidays, Mills said, th1
will learn what I expect [from them] as
Pirates will visit the pediatric wards o
they realize what they expect from their
area hospitals to meet with hospitalize
little brothers."
children and distribute basketballs tothen
Of course, learning to be a role model
They also plan to work with the Jewisl
can not be an easy task, but Mills hopes
Educational Alliance (JEA) and thi
the players will learn from this venture,
Special Olympics. Without doubt, Mill
while at the same time making a significant
is providing his own players with a'
contribution to the community. "We ask
excellent role model. • •
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Fall Graduates From New Progam

Amanda Adcock Keith Bly, Sarah Buck, Melody Campbell, Spence Carver, Jason Crosby, Gregory Culpepper, Valerie Exley, Jeff Garcia, Amy Harn, Julie Holloway,
John Koenig, Sarah Macon, Cathy Madden, Jason Pritchett,Anthony Rainge, Jennifer Rees, Robert Rees, Jr., Cedric Richardson, Leslie Sohmer, Jason Waymire,
Cristen West, Angelyn Woods

New Leaders Emerge from Winning Program
experience to the newly formed program.
The process began with pamphlets being
Staff Writer
sent out to interested freshman. Return
"Fun!" "Inspiring!" "Awesome!" postcards were attached to the mail outs,
"Rewarding!" And so went the words of and interest parties were asked to mail
praise for Armstrong's first Emerging them back. The only cost to the chosen
Leader Program from the program's 22 ASC students was their time to fill out the
postcard and attend the classes. As the
recent graduates.
Although the theory has been in the return cards were received in the Student
planning stages for quite a while, Affairs office, Buck and Kelso sat down for
midsummer saw the finalization and birth the selection process.
The purpose of such a program is to
of the eight week leadership development
show
freshman an inside view of the actual
program. Dr. Joseph Buck, Vice-President
duties
and responsibilities ofa leader, while
for Student Affairs, and Mr. Bill Kelso,
giving them the chance to experience
Assistant to the Vice-Presidentfor Student
leadership in a hands-on method. The
Affairs, began implementing the program
knowledge they gain will enhance
for the Fall Quarter. Often, new programs
Armstrong as well as the various leadership
must go through a bit of trial and error to
positions they could hold during their
become just right. However, Kelso had
academic careers. It also gives them a
run a similar program at the University of
jump ahead over other applicants during
South Carolina, lending a bit of first hand

By Benjamin A. Baker

their job seeking process after graduation.
The group met every Tuesday foreight
weeks to learn methods, styles and other
various aspects of leadership. They
discussed topics such as ethics and decision
making, oral and written communication,
and motivation. They practiced running a
meeting and gave impromptu speeches.
Although they had textbooks and it
had somewhatof a classroom style to it, he
t
weekly sessions weren't strictly lectures.
They also had interactive exercises that
would give the students some actual
leadership experience. In addition, several
professionals from both Armstrong and
the community stopped by t o share some
personal insights on leadership topics.
Thisprogram isopen to any interested
freshmen, and will be held at least every
fall quarter. If enough people show an
interest in taking this program, they may

also offer it in winter or spring quarters as
well.
Buck hopes to start a similar program
for juniors and seniors in the next year or
so. In addition, Armstrong offers the
Leadership, Education, and Development
(LEAD) Program, that is run in
cooperation with several other colleges,
for interested students. Any leadership or
personal developmentcourseoff eredhere
at ASC not only benefityou but also be an
enjoyable experience. The Student Affairs
staff urges all students to take advantage of
all theprograms they have readily available
for them.
If you are interested in any of the
leadership programs available at
Armstrong, please callthe Student Affairs
office at 927-5271. ••
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Artificial Insemination:
How old is too old?

*1

See page 6.

Making a Case for Welfare

ianp
Dear
Editor,
I regret that I am late in responding to
Shelley Carroll's editorial "The Ills of The
Welfare State." (but) 1 feel this issue must be
addressed.
When 1 first read the editorial I pictured
an angry mob gathered in a circle around the
huddled figure of a woman. Their shouts grow
louder and louder until a calm, rational voice
quiets them, saying, "Let he who is without
sin among you...," you know the rest. I think
we have a "holier than thou" attitude about
welfare. We forget that we all take our turn at
the public trough, if not by student loans,
then by those little tax write-offs. We all
depend on the generosity of Uncle Sam
because our country is set up to "promote the
welfare" of its citizens. I agr ee with Carroll
that our present system needs to change, but
we won't do itby pointing fingers and calling
people "lecherous."

To change the Welfare system we need
to take ahard look at our att
itudes about those
on Welfare. Wemustdomorethangrudgingly

-

-

hand them a check each month. Forcing
them to work for their allotment is not the
answer either, especially if the work is seen as
punishment for not being industrious enough
to find a regular job. The suggestions made by
Carroll- road work, daycare, etc.- are valuable
services to our country. The people who do
this work should be cherished because they
are our future.
Even at the lowest points in their lives,
people need to know their lives have value.
When we throw stones or hurl insults we
devalue those on the receiving end. If we
want people to work we must respect the
work, see that the children are taken care of,
and be sure that the work gives them a chance
for a better life.
Let's remember the calm, rational voice
in the angry crowd when we debate this issue.
Instead of asking, "Are they worthy?," let's
ask, "Are we worthy ?' In other words, can we
find a solution that shows respect for human
dignity or are we going to continue to throw
stones?
Louise Frazier

An Apology to Qrace Rohhins
Dear Inkwell Staff,
1 would like to open this letter with the
letter I mailed to Grace Robbins:
Dear Grace,
I am sorry to hear thatyou were sodis ressed
t
over the letter Isent to the Inkwell. It wasnever
my intention to upset or insult you, nor would I
wish to cast disparaging remarksupon yourskills
as a journalist. In my zeal I am afraid that I wrote
a document that you interpreted as a personal
attack. It is never easy to be the bearer of bad
news and "some innocents 'scape not the
thunderbolt."
I thought I made it clear in the letter that
it was not you in particular I was concerned
with, but how the message conveyed in the
article undercuts the mission of the Writing
Center. If I ened at all it was in forgetting that
you are not only the author of the piece in
question, but an individual with other concerns
and feelings.
But it was to your role as an author and to
the article that I was responding, not to you
personally. The only reason I men tioned your
name is because I t ook your jo urnalistic role,
your article, and the effect of that article on the
Armstrong community very seriously.
This misunderstanding grew from my
wonies over popular conceptions of Writing
Centers as fix-it-shopsplaces
to go and have
your paper "proofed" for surface errors. This
perception serves to encourage the notion that
learning to write well merely involves a certain
standard of correctness. This is notonly an issue
of concern for me, but for Writing Center
Directors in colleges and high schools acrossthe
country. Everyday we see many students in the
Writing Center who want to hurry through
their papers, "fix" them, and hand them in five
minutes later. It is hard for us to be very
successful with these writers.

.

I think that Ms. Robbins' and my
misunderstandingofeachother's purposesproves
that writing involves many issues that are more
important than grammar or spelling. For
example, Ms. Robbins quite possibly meant for
her mention of grammar and the MLA form to
work as an introduction to an article focused on
the particular individuals who work in the
Writing Center. I used this same strategy when
I used Ms. Robbins' article as anintroduction to
a letter which focused on my concerns over the
mission and purposeof the Writing Center. For
differing reasonsneither of usmanaged toconvey
our particular meanings and purposes clearly to
each other.
If I had taken more time for revision (and
consulted one of the tutors in the Writing
Center) I more than likely would have realized
that highlighting the issue of the MLA format
and grammar in larger type was a decision made
by those on the Inkwell staff who do the actual
layout. I might, too, have "rethought" my useof
the word "reeducate" with all its various
connotations, imagesof teachers and classrooms,
and its chance to be understood in a very broad
sense rather than in the narrow sense that I
desired (reeducate about the mission of the
Writing Center only) and chosen instead a
phrase such as"change the perceptions of"which
would have not only been closer to the meaning
1 wished to convey, but would have carried a
softer tone as well.
I am sorry to take up so much room in the
Inkwell (again) but I felt thatsince Ms. Robbins
felt both personally and publicly insulted, she
deserved both a public and a private apology.
Apologies are much like revising a paper- they
give you a chance to rethink and start over
Sincerely,
Dr. Martha Marinara
Writing Center Director

Help Cry For the Cats

Student Distressed Over Inkwell's Extensive Cat Coverage
Dear Editor,
I was very disturbed«wh,en -ASC was contggt. All of them had upper respiratory
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—I *
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Economics Club Responds To Criticism
Dear Editor,

In you November 10, 1993 issue, you Corner" represents the points of view of the
printed a column by Jeffrey DeLoach called ASC Economics Club. This is not the case.
"Critical Review of the Economics Corner." Instead, "Economics Corner" articles are
Such an editorial is useful in terms of summaries of news item s wh
ich have appeared
generating debate and increasing interest, as in various economics and businessjournalsin
well as in making readers think about a given week. They should not be interpreted
economic issues. However, this particular as representing the views of the Economics
editorial is misleading because it suggests that i^lub.
-Dr. Saadatmand
the information presented in "Economics
ASC Economics Club Advisor

Letter Policy Department
The Inkwell welcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions or policies of this
newspaper. Letters to the editor may be hand-written or typed (double spaced) and they should
not exceed 600 words. They may also be submitted on 3.25" floppy disk, provided they are
formatted with a Macintosh and they are in MacWrite or Pagemaker. Letters must be signed
will be
withheld unon
request
and include
for *VTUIC<IUUII,
verification, UUL
but names
names win
TL
? I
IF a valid mailing[address
I
,
be withheld
upon request.
The /nfcwellresewestheright toedit letters for style or co
ntent. Please address letters toShelley
Carroll, Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419.
The Inkwell also welcomes guest editorials. They must be submitted one week prior to the
submission deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board.

Circulation Department
YS 6ve timeS 3 quarter
distriburi L
o
may be obtained in the
pvmn
boxes located in Hawes Hall, Solms Hall, the Cafeteria, the Fine Arts Building, the
gmna mm, the Admmtstration building, Gamble Hall, the Lane Library, and Victor Hall.
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Advertising Department
The Inkwell's national advertising rates are as
follows:
$ 7.50 per column inch
Discounts are available.
Call (912) 927-5351 for more information.
Insertion Rates: $75 per 1000
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum. Nobarterin*.
smdTrlt™hflBhed f'Ve,d?leS per academicquarter, bi-weekly onalternate Wednesdays. I
d°r nOC nerCeSSarily reflect the views - opinions
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the faculty
administration, the University System of Georgia, or the Board of Regents.
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Put your ASC
bumpersticker on your vehicle
and watch the Inkwell
to win!•• •
Les Aspin Not Liberal EnoughFor White House
•• •

Senter, and all of the other children who
have fallen victim to violent criminals,
America is demanding retribution. Our
As Americans prepared for the joyous children must be protected; they are the
holiday season, the sounds of funeral bells future. By giving violent criminals control
and ambulance sirens overpowered the over our children by allowing them back on
tinker of jingle bells in one of the country's the streets, we are handing the future of this
most violent weeks in recent years.
country to criminals.
A Jamaican man stepped aboard a New
When an average, law-abiding citizen
Yorkcommutertrainandopenedfire,killing should have been sitting in front of his
five and injuring twenty others. His motives warmly lighted Christmas tree, he wassi tting
By Jeffrey DeLoach
were racia l; he killed,because he hated in a police station answering questions about
radio and television show host, was probably
Staff Writer
whites and Asians.
the intruder he shot in his own home.
the last straw that moved White House
In Petaluma, California, the two month
As a candidate, Bill Clinton promised
Les Aspin's stunning resignation as insiders to call for Aspin's head.
search for twelve-year-old Pol lyKlaas ended tougher action on crime. He has since
The resign don, although news itself, is
Secretary of Defense a few short weeks ago
with the discovery of her dead body not far promised increased law enforcement raises some interesting questions about the not the most important event. Instead, it
from her h ome. Her abductor and killer, through the hiring of additional officers. state of the Clinton Administration and can be used asa gauge to measurethe Clinton
questioned by police while Polly was in the His only action so far, however, has been g'ves some possible indicators as to what Administration and the moraleofkey officials
trunk of his car, was a convicted kidnapper the successful lobbying and passage of the direction the President may be heading as in the White House.
out on parole.
Brady Bill, which, in all honesty, will not he heads into his second year in office.
When Clinton was elected, he was
In Saint Louis, Missouri, Cassidy Lave a great effect on crime in this country.
Needless to say, the announcement (supposedly) a "New Democrat" who held
Senter, the second child in as many weeks, Although good in intention, the Brady Bill surprised almost everyone (including the so-called conservative ideas on welfare and
was found dead after an extensive search. will only make it more difficult for a law President) and it certainly started rumors as the role of the government but still "cared"
Police believe St. Louis is being stalked by abiding citizen to purchase a gun. A man to why Aspin wouid want toquit. Although enough to be a moderate. Of course, we were
who will murder or molest a child will not official reasons may be somewhat vague, it is all about as disappointed in our "New"
a serial child murderer.
In Los Angeles, California, parents are think twice about buying a stolen gun on not amazing to me that such a high ranking Democrat as we were with the "new" CocaAdministration officer would quit after less Cola.
refusing to let their children out of their the black market.
The lesson of Les Aspin shows that the
than
a year on the job.
Of course, even as a harsh critic of
sight, for a criminal dubbed as "the Valley
Clinton
Administration is indeed a very
The
Clinton
Presidency
has
from
the
Clinton, I realize that violence in America
Molester" is still on the loose.
liberal
and
it supports or at least will give
start
been
mired
in
controversy
and
many
of
Right here in Savannah, Georgia, two is not his fault. To my knowledge, he has
voice
to
such
radical thinkersas LaniGuinear
the
President's
original
proposals
have
been
men broke i nto a man's home, and when never killed or molested any children. Just
and Jocetyn Elders. It does not represent the
about
as
popular
as
a
skunk
in
a
crowded
the homeowner caught the criminals in his as Justices of the Court are not responsible
ideas of everyday Americans and instead is
room.
house, the burglars beat and bound him and for the actions of released felons, Clinton
The gays in the military issue, Somalia, like Democraticadministrationsofthe recent
tried to escape. The mar freed himself, and is not responsible for the actions ofcriminals;
thing else but increase
Haiti, and the military's attempt to censor past that wish to do no
running outside with a shotgun, shot one of he is not responsible for creating the Rush Limbaugh from the airwaves are all the sizeof government and burden individuals
the fleeing robbers in the head. The man problem.
contributing factors that pressured Aspin to and businesses alike with a so-called
Clinton is, however, responsible for
was concerned about the safety of the child
resign. The last issue in particular, Rush benevolent bureaucracy and a enlargement
researching and implementing some sort of Limbaugh and Aspin's call to the famous of burdensome regulation.* •
still sitting in his car.
solutions to the problem. With the dawning
. So much for jingle bells.
The holiday season was plagued with of every day, the streets of this country
crime and scandal. At a time when Polly become increasingly dangerous, and from
Klaas and Cassidy Senter should have been those streets, it appears nothing is being
safe a t home with family and friends to done to help.
While a greater number of officers will
celebrate Christmas, the Klaas and Senter
help
reduce the number of criminals on the
families are mourning the loss of their
streets,
the problem this nation faces is
children.
devising
a way to keep criminals off the
Recently, Polly Klaas has become the
streets.
nation's newest symbol representing the
Of course, stricter sentences, the
innocent victims of crime and violence.
abolishment
of parole, and the more
Although only a handful of them knew
frequent
use
of
the death penalty would be
Polly Klaas personally, hundreds of people
effective.
There
are, however, too many
joined together to- h elp search for her.
"liberals"
(and
I
mean
the term "liberal" in
Actress Winona"Rider, a Petaluma native,
M.H. Clark
Kelly Nelson
a
very
broad
sense
of
the word- I mean
spent time and money to help find the
Jeffrey DeLoach,
child, and made a desperate plea on "liberal" as lax and easy on crime) in
CJP. Nichols
television for Polly's safe return. All of this Congress and in our courts who vehemently
John Nichols
hope was in v ain; an innocent child was oppose the death penal ty to see asignificant
change
in
our
justice
system
any
time
soon.
abducted from her home, quite possibly by
Too many people believe that these
a man who had been stalking her for weeks,
criminals are "victims" of society, and that
and killed in cold blood.
in this sense, these "victims" must not be
In Polly's name, parents across the
punished, but helped. While I realize that
nation are calling for an end to the parole
overhauls such as the one our justice system
system and tougher laws and prison
needs take time, the clock isquickly running
sentences against violent criminals,
outon the law abidingcitizensof this nation.
especially against those who commitcrimes
Before we can expect any real justice, we, as
against children. More and more each day,
President Robert Burnett
Dr. Robert Strozier
a nation, must arrive at the conviction that
an increasing number of Americans believe
Dr. Richard Nordquist
the lives of our innocent children are more
Darrell Stephens, S.I.D
that criminals who commit acts of violence
important than the lives of violent
Advisors
and abuse on children should never again
criminals. As long as we continue to worry
be a part of society.
over the comfort of criminals, our children
MickiLee
Dr. Martha Marinara
In memory of Polly Klaas, Cassidy
and our future will continue to suffer.* •
By Shelley Carroll
Editor'in-Chief

A Conservative View of Aspiris Abrupt Resignation
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THE LATEST CONTROVERSY: How old is too old to be a motto?
59 year old mother gives birth to twins by artifical methods.

i
By An nette Logue
Assistant Editor

interrupted the fifties ideal of high for a child. In today's society of drugs, twins. (The "birth" mother was not the
school, wife, and mother step ladder.
AIDS, and high crime, many of our actual egg donor, but the sperm w as
The question however remains to society's children are being raised by removed from the actual father. The
does a woman have a right to grandparents. These grandparents did eggs were donated by a twenty yearold
A fifty-nine year old woman gave
u.ij after menopause. c—~
hoose to get pregnant and plan Italian woman). Dear Papa is a 45 year
birth to twins in a London hospital this conceive achild
Some not
choose
not c
week. This is n ot a tale for Ripley's argue that older parents have higher ahead for a child. Many of these people old healthy male and a proud father of
Believe it or not. The woman was illness rates, less patience, and shorter have spent their life raising their own Christmas twins. Why didn't anyone
impregnated by artificial insemination life span left than a younger woman, children and are ready to retire in peace, say well, yes, 59 is a bit old to begin a
by an Italian doctor. According to The Those that argue for the procedure, Yet, they find themselves with added family. The average life span isaround
Atlanta Constitution's Dec. 30, 1994 regardless of age, feel that child birth, responsibility. Being over 50 and 72 to 75, which gives her thirteen to
issue, "She is believed to be the oldest regardless ofnatural or artificial means, dealing with children may not be sixteen years with her children. But
woman togive birth to twins." Religious should be a personal matter between pleasant, but more welcomed when that daddy should be around for enough
leaders, politicians, and the medical the parents and physician. Both sides fifty year old made the conscious deci- years to see he
t children properly raised
communities are at odds over whether seem to make valid points.
sion, carried that child, and brought it He has a few good years left.
or not women past their natural child
After reading several different views into the world. Mother or GrandWanted and loved children
bearing capabilities should be allowed and articles on this particular issue, I mother probably loves the same, yet in regardless to their conception history
to bear children by artificial means. began to question my own feelings, my eyes, Isee one asa loving unexpected are a wonderful blessing. Children bom
I * ircf* r~\i o il IIoam
mo
h11-ty-four
^ f /\,, *- year
,
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i
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Just as in the abortion controversy, the Firstofall,
a rthir
woman L..
burden and
the other
as a welcomed,
unwanted and abandoned aren't any
sides come down to the mother and with no desires what so ever to have loved blessing.
less precious, but I am sure if aske d,
child. Should a woman be denied the another child. However, if I had never
The one party not mentioned any would gladly live with a fifty nine year
right to bear children once her biologi experienced childbirth, I would prob of these articles in regard to
old mother that loved and wanted them.
cal clockhasstopped. Or should society ably continue to try until I s ucceeded responsibility was the father of these
protect the unborn child from the regardless ofage. I feel that procreation
prospect of dealing with the normal ill to most women is an actual physical
health or actual loss of its parent.
need. Perhaps, it could be considered a
In the era after the Women's nesting instinct. I have talked to women
and Urban Development. He hopes that
movement, many of today's women are who do not have children and do not By Shelley Carroll
Editor'in-Chief
the Kings will be an exception and that the
waiting later and later to start their plan to ever have one, yet there are
HAS will leave them alone. So far, HUD
family. It is not uncommon for women times when they say that there is some
Over the holidays, the Housing has supported the Kings, and has asked the
in their mid-40's to decide to begin urge present that makes them Authority of Savannah (HAS) sent a HAS to back off.
having children. Convenience of birth reconsider.
disturbing message to the community and,
But what kind of message does thi s
in
the process, narrowly escaped a terrible action by the HAS send to this community?
control, economics, and higher
Secondly, how can anyone say that
education for women have recently a person over a certain age can not care and unjust mistake.
The HAS would punish a responsible young
'
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Seventeen and Moral

BMW

PORSCHE

When HAS officials realized that
seventeen year-old Nevika King and her
thirteen year-old brother Charles were
living alone in a Yamacraw Village
apartment, the organization made an at
tempt to evict the two youths. The reasons
of the HAS were not those of good will;
HAS officials were not concerned about
the living conditions of the children, nor
were they suggesting placing the children
in foster care. HAS officials were ready to
throw these kids on the street because
Nevika King, an honor student at Jenkins
High School, was neither pregnant nor an
unwed mother. In other words, the HAS

had &e ^ecoicy

th^intelligence'^o

adult for not being irresponsible. Nevika
King, who by her hard work and strong
sense of morals has avoided becoming
another statistic, could be thrown out on
the streets because she has been re
sponsible.
Now I as k you, isn't her behavior the
kind we should commend? Personally, I
would rather have my tax dollars going to
help people like this young lady instead of
to people who have been careless and
irresponsible.
Would we, as a community, rather
have Nevika King give up high school
(remember— she is an honor student) and
join Georgia's ever-growing ranksof unwed
teenaged mothers. It
is appalling that the
HAS ^ hT^' lc appaHmg that the

°f

With each tax deductible donation of
$25 to the Flood/Fire Victims, your
name will be submitted for the FREE
give-away of a BMW or Porsche. A
local official with the Salvation
Army will announce the name on
January 30, 1994. Point of delivery
is Charlotte, N.C. (Recipient respon
sible for all applicable vehicle taxes
and licenses.) Make check(s) payable to: Flood/Fire Victims, P.O Box
241508, Charlotte, N.C. 28224.

The Kings' mother died last Anril iTT
leaving Nevika to take care of Charles in a he^h
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custodian to look in on them, butCiTse ™
by
providing money and
Nevika was such a responsible young girl k
the two were not placed in foster care ) '
nu
. n°,questions asked"
According to Republican US k I ?bviOUsly> theisystem the HAS uses to

RepresentativeJack Kingston, because King SadeouTreTf ^fuak find
•snotpregnantoranunwedmother federal
, T v g0od' h°neSt' resPonslble
law prohibits the city from renting to her Eu
^
'
Kingston, who intervened when the HAS
R8°^ *** ? programs?
, .

tried to evict the Kings has k l A l
Right now, the HAS is under a lot of
family obtain a court order barring die beat£om tKe HUD commission in Atlanta,
HAS from any further action, and he has
>k
^°n'and manY upset individuals
contacted the Atlanta Office of Housing 7 "
«TmUnity- Afterall'anagency
£ formed to help people should never have
been involved with so harmful an action.
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Phew- It's Over!: 1993- The Year in Review
Highlights of the Scandals and Controversy That Made The Year What It Was
By Shelley Carroll
Editor-in-Chief

the year that crime overran the Unfortunately, innocent chil_________ entire country, touching people in drenwere killed, but Janet Reno
t^ie 8reat heartland as well as in the did what had to be done. And
>
1993. Its finally over-after all, inner-cities. It was a year when let's not forget two important
it wasnt such a good year if you stop juries abandoned the Constitution points: 1) Koresh had the opandthin about it.
out of fear- after all, the second portunity to let the children go,
For epub icans, it was the year Rodney King trial was, in the opin- and 2) federalagents werekilled,
that the White House was handed ions of many, a clear violation of the making Koresh and his followover to the New Democrat, Bill rights of the accused. American ers "armed and extremely danClinton. It was a year earmarked justice, too, took a backseat to fear gerous.
.
.
,
President Al Gore to a free-for-all
for new beginnings, and unfortu- when the Reginald Denney jury
1993 was the year the terror- debaK on Ur7y Mng Uk _ p erot
freed two men so obviously ists tried to blow up the World
finally showed the whole nation just
guilty. No one member of Trade Center and bombs went offin
how ignorant and hostile he really is
I SAY
that jury wanted to see Los suburban New York.
IF C°NSTirul!S
as Al Gore "won" the debate, hands
A H oSJTif
Angeles burn again.
1993 was the year that Bradley
down (and this iscoming fromsome
WJORK ENyisj>NMEtfT'/
1993 saw Bosnian Smith, the director of the Commit
one who isnot toofond of the Clinton
and Somalian conflicts rage tee on Open Debate on the Holo
Administration).
hotter and hotter- and in caust, insulted Jewish people across
1993 was the year of the sex
the comfort of our own the world when he placed ads in
scandal as allegations were brought
homes wesaw the dead body several college publications across
against Michael Jackson, Senatoi
of a U.S. serviceman being the nation claiming that there was
Packwood, and President Clinton.
dragged through dirty noholocaust.
Michael Jackson wasaccused of mo
streets by Somali rebels.
lesting little boys, Packwood ol
Like many years past,
ungentlemanly conduct, and the
1993 was a year that we
President, well, this time he has
nately, those beginnings were often lost entirely too many young boys
been accused of using the Arkan
tragic endings.
to missions that were, quite
sas State Police to hide his illicit
The Clinton inauguration was a frankly, done of our damn busilove affairs while governor ol
spectacle; the young President made ness. And of course, as nosy as
Arkansas. And we can not forget
a mockery of the White House with we can be, we had to get involved
about the newly famous Lorena
a gala of rock bands and celebrities, in Haiti's problem, too.
Bobbit, who, after being raped
You would have thought the PresiFlorida became the nation's
(allegedly) by her husband,
dential inauguration was Rolling first unlicensed hunting grounds
wielded a butcher knife and cut
Stone's Hall of Fame Inductions.
for tourists in 1993; you need
off husband John's manhood,
Clinton further shocked the only an automatic weapon to play,
later throwing it to the wolves on
armed forces with his new "don't no hunting license required,
t h e side of the highway in
1993 saw floods ravage the midask, don't tell" policy, upsetting the Where tourists, both foreign and
Monassis, Virginia. How's that for
balance within the military and caus- domestic, used to flock to the sunny west, causing billions upon billions retribution?
ing great ripples of instability beaches of Florida, the tourism in- of dollars in damage, and running
Of course, the job market got
throughout the country (no matter dustry suffered a tremendous blow, hundreds of thousands from their worse, but isn't that what
^ ^any hardwhich side of the issue you stand on, as tourists headed instead to Geor- homes and communities. Colleges, working, ambitious college student
you must admit the move was con- gia and South Carolina.
schools, churches, office buildings wants t0 ^ear as graduation creeps
troversial).
1993 was the year of the great and homes were all destroyed as doser and doser? Qh>
gnd thg
1993 was the year of the gun- Baco in Waco, when a long standoff nature gave Americans a
b e t w e e n lesson in the power of a
crazy man river.
1993 was the year that
and Jesus
want-to-be Ross Perot (Grumpy) con
D a v i d tinued his tarnished politi
Koresh and cal hell-raising and led the
the ATF(Al attack on the White House.
cohol To He continued to airhis longbacco and winded info-mercials on the
AROL1NA CALIFORNIA FLORIDA
F ir e a r ms ) state of the federal govern
TOURIST
TOURIST
TOURIST
ended in a ment and blew out hot-air
blazing in propaganda opposing the proposeu
ferno
in North American Fee Trade AgreeContinued on page 12.
Waco, TX. ment(NAFTA). Challenging Vice
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DINING OUT ON A COLLEGE BUDGET ^
Where

Eat into
Savannah

HIRANO'S:

Japanese Food
Without the Attitude

By Shelley Carroll

Hirano's offers a variety of the
If you're in the mood for tasty, trendy Japanese delicacy.
For those of you who are really
authentic Japanese cuisine at a
hungry,
Hirano's offers soybean
reasonable price (for those of you
soup and gyoza (beef dumplings)
on a college budget), forget about
as appetizers. There is also an
the pricy, trendy and impersonal
option
to order a combination
places like Musashi and Kyoto.
I'm a big fan of Japanese food, and dinner, such as steak and shrimp,
I ha ve dined at those places many or steak and chicken.
Most importantly, the family
times. What I ha ve found, per
sonally, is t hat the staff tends to be and staff of Hirano's are friendly
people, and the customer is their
rude and withdrawn, like they're
first priority. Hirano's is open
doing you a favor. Some places
Monday through Saturday from
forget you pays the bills- the
11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. for
customer. If you 've noticed the
lunch and from 5:00 p.m. until
same thing, it's time for you to
head to Hirano's, a charming, cozy 9:00 p.m. for dinner. The sushi
restaurant on Habersham Street in bar is open Tuesday through
Saturday.
mid town.
Be prepared: there is almost
Although the line stretching
always
a line stretching outside
outside can often be ominous,
dictating a thirty minute wait, the the door. Come early and be
prepared to wait. And be
food is well worth the time spent
patient... you'll be glad you
in line, and it's certainly worth
waited.
the money.
The menu is not extensive,
but then again, this is a specialty
restaurant. Hirano's does,
however, offer a dish for almost
every appetite. You can order
yakiniku or teryaki steak, teryaki
or sesame chicken, and a variety of
seafood dinners, including fish,
shrimp, or scallops. Each meal is
served with a green salad (topped
with a wonderful authentic
Japanese ginger dressing), a choice
of fried or steamed rice, and
vegetables (usually onions,
zucchini, mushrooms, bean sprouts
and cabbage, but Hirano's will
cook to order). And fear not,
vegetarians, for Hirano's offers a
vegetable only plate as well
(which is served with rice). If
you're up for it, try the sushi barEditor-in-Chief

A Day In The Life... ^

No matter how bad a situation seems, there is, almost
always, some comic relief to be found. A good friend
of mine, a hairdresser, left his truck in a southside
parking lot while shopping. He had one of those tool
boxes on the back of his truck that always cost too
much. When he returned to his truck a few hours
later, the tool -box was gone, and of course, he was
irate and upset. But, as I said, there is a bit of humor
in almost every situation. He called the police to file a
theft report and began listing the contents of the tool
box as stolen: perm rods, hair brushes, curlers,
shears, blow-dryers, curling irons, hair spray, mousse,
gel... can you imagine the burglar's face when he
opened THAT tool-box? Guess the joke is on him...
crime doesn't always pay."
^

mwmmm

Come See the Pirates
Take on USCSpartanburg, ranked
11th in nation!
Saturday Jan. 8th
5:30 p.m.- women
7:30 p.m.- men
in the Pirate's Den!
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1993: The Year in Entertainment. "That's Entertainment?"
By Shelley Carroll
and Annette Logue
The entertainment
industry, like all others, suffered a
tough year in 1993.
Raymond Burr, star of
Perry Mason and Ironside, died in
1993, of natural causes, while
teen-heart-throb River Phoenix,
star of A Night in the Life of

Woody.
Superstar Michael Jackson
was accused of molesting a young
boy, and Jackson, out of the
country on a w orld tour, remained
conveniently out of sight.
Jackson's sister LaToya, at odds
with the family, backed the child's
allegations.

Jimmy Reardon, Stand By Me, and
the Mosquito Coast died in
Hollywood of a drug overdose.
Rappers Tupoc Shakur,

Comedian Jerry Seinfeld
struck in big in the television
industry with his fantastically
funny sitcom, Seinfeld.
Lewis Grizzard, humor
columninst, suffered yet another
heart attack and took time off

Snoop Doggy Dog and Flavor Flav
were all arrested in non-related

from his column (when will he
learn?).

assault incidents. Shakur was

It was the year of Steven
Speilberg
and his
dinosaur
monster,
Jurassic Park.
Parents left
their
children at
the mercy of
the
television

-tvifr PTo.pt•£,v

set, and
Sega®
became a
household
name.
Barney, the

accused of shooting two off-duty
police officers, Flav for shooting
his neighbor, and Snoop is still on
trial for murder. Wow!
Actor and Director Woody
Allen, too, faced his own personal
controversy
when his exwife, actress Mia
Farrow, accused
him of sleeping
with her
daughter, his
stepdaughter.
She also alleged
that he
molested their
young (minor)
adopted
daughter. It
wasn't such a
good year for

big purple dinosaur, worked his
way into the homes of young
children across the nation, singing
silly songs and teaching lessons
on life. The biggest lesson to be
learned from Barney: A six-foot
purple dinosaur can
make you millions in
the merchandising
business!
Beavis and
Butthead, the
teenaged terrorist
cartoons created by
Mike Judge, soared
to the top of the
ratings, commanding
the attention of both
young and old, and
launching a drive
against MTV to
have the show
censored. Tough

how & A occo eoY
AHP ?k/ ATTeMT'ON TO
TVlt6iTT^ WWIII MOMMY
MP PAPDyARF out

break, though, Beavis and
Butthead are going strong, and
they've just recorded a new song
with Cher.
1993 was the year of the
Girlie Tour, Madonna's
pornograhic tromp across Europe,
where thousands of fans traipsed
into auditoriums and outdoor
theaters to see Madonna and her
dancers bear it all on stage.
John Grisham moved out
of the cult realm and into the
mainstream with the release of his
movie, The Firm, which surprised
everyone at the box office.
1993 was the year that the
television industry released too
many movies about the
assassination of JFK- instead of
"Who Shot JR?," television posed

the question, "Who Shot JFK?".
Watch out, Mary Lee Crosby.
Conspiracy theories were
abundant.
The Clinton
administration took a stand on t.v.
violence, condemning NYPD Blue
and other shows, yet forgetting
that the most violent episodes to
appear on television in 1993
included the Baco in Waco, the
Tower Bombings, and a dead US
soldier in Somalia.
As always, the
entertainment industry has not
failed to shock us with their
outrageous stunts and admissions,
and we can only look forward to
the coming year.

OivooutM Dy Trit>u«e Meoia S
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The Armstrong State College Masquers
Present:
A Revival

Talking With...

January 14th & 15th at 8pm
in Jenkins Auditorium
and
Sunday, January 16th at 3 pm

Anetra Humphries in Scraps

Rae Ritzel in Dragon and Rodeo

Denise Cocking in Marks

all photos on pages 24 and 25 by B. A. Baker
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Come Out to the Theatre!

Heather Raymond in Lamps

Annette Logue in Audition

Rose Williams in French Fries

Denise CocJpiig in Marks
Dianne Daniels in Handler
Jennifer Dove in Clear Qlass Marbles
Judith Heck in Fifteen Minutes
II IF
_
Anetra HumplMe| in
Patty Lacfeyjn t '
Annette Lo&ue in
*y

Heather Raymond, Annette Logue, and Rose Williams

Back by popular demand,
Dr. Manderson, along with many of the
original actresses and several new ones, will
•evive the production of Talking with . , . by
Jane Martin, which was performed for the
rst time here at Armstrong State College last
spring. This play consists of eleven very
ripping, humanistic monologues that unfold
the true realities of everyday life. The
characters share a personal experience and
allow the audience to see the inner walls of
their lives.

V.-1 .« •
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rigon, and Rodeo
•if

|

tench Fries
Sandra Manderson
^ghting by Eileen Sanders
Sound by Debra Worth
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Phew- It's Over!: 1993- The Year in Review
Highlights of t he Scandals and Controversy That Made The Year What
Continued from page 7A.

House of Representatives cut Pell
Grants again in
1993, but who
cares?
Just
^
"J";'. fiW
people who hope
.y
to go to college,
right?
1993- the
year
James
Brady's waiting
period finally
ended.
The
Brady Bill was
passed just last
year, and Brady
has been push
ing for it since his shooting in 1981
by Hin kley.
1993- the year of Beavis and
Butthead. Children andadults alike
caught the Beavis and Butthead fe
ver and Mike Judge became a very
rich man.
1993- Georgia got its lottery!
Now 1 wonder if the people who
voted against it played last week
when the jackpot hit 15 million!
1993- NASA lostsome credibil
ity w ith one mishap after another.
But then again, they lost their cred-

GRUMPY

tims!).
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1993- the year of Hillary (Bili
ary). Hillary, despite her bad h air
cuts and controversial Health Care
Plan, became one on the most en
vied women in America— loved by
some, hated by some, known by all.
1993- the thirty year anniver
sary of the assassination of Presi
dent John F. Kennedy, a year that
kept the fire of conspiracy theories
a'buming, and kindled many new
ones.
1993- the year that violence on
television was at
an all-time high,
m&fc Witswith contro«&To Woe..
cum flmwu?
versy surround
)
ing N.Y.P.D.
Blue, the Waco
Scandal, Beavis
and Butthead,
and others.
1993- the
year the dino
saurs took over
the nation, from
S t e v e n
Speilberg's Ju
rassic Park to
ibility when the SpaceShuttle Chal- that horrible purple dinosaur,
lenger blew up.
Barney.
1993- Israel and the PLOsigned
1993- the year that the storm of
a peace accord! But then again, the the century left thousands in the
fighting between Jews and Arabs north under mountains ofsnow and
has raged on and on and on.
left Southerners fleeing from the
1993- the University of Florida destructive winds,
covered abortion in its new health
1993- the year that a hail storm
plan for students, and pro-choice rained down on south Georgia, dedoctors in Florida became the ob- straying carsand homes, and breakject of death threats (and in some ing out the windows in Armstrong's
cases they became homicide vie- Memorial College Center.

/

1993- the year
that, again, fires
decimated Califor
nia, leaving resi
dents at the mercy
of the hot winds.
1993- the year
that a tremendous
heat wave swept
the nation, leaving
the elderly as far
north as New York
to die from heat
strokes, and sending temperatures
in the South soaring.
1993- the year that child-welfare advocates
forced a local
little boy to
quit the job he
loved somuch- being a bat
boy for the Sa
vannah Cardi
nals. Of course,
in the end, the
child
pre
vailed, as he
and his par
ents, with the
help of many
local officials,
showed the city that the welfare
advocates don't alwaysconsider the
welfare of the children.
1993- the year that the Savannah Cardinals were South-Atlantic
(A) Champions, and the Braveswon
the National League West for the
third year in a row, only to become
the Buffalo Bills of Baseball.

mm?
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1993-the year that
Christopher Lucas
was finally arrested
and convicted for
the murder of his
son-in-law Randy
Kicklighter, closing
the murder inves
tigation after six
long years.

1993- the
year that the
worid turned upside-down. From robbery to
tape to murder; abortion to mo.

testation, to infidelity; from
automatic weapons in schools
to terrorism on the streets of
America, we all hope that 1994
wiU be a better year.

SPORTS
Winter Intramurals
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Get Underway ^
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Pirates Ranked 6th in
NCAA-II in pre-season polls.
See pagelS.

Pirates' Last Second Decisions Set Tone For Exciting Season!
'. »

Six of First Nine Qames Decided on Last SShot
hot

twn.

«iiflMi c,v „f P.Vct N.W Cmmet Decided on Last
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n d tthen
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By Darrell Stephens
Sports In formation Director

got another three in the overtime to saddle
ASC with their third last second loss of the
The Armstrong State men's young season.
basketball team compiled a 5-4 record in
the pre-Christmas part of the 1993-1994 ASC 71 Kennesaw State 69
season. In the process, ASC played six Playing at home for only the second time
games that were not decided until the final the Pirates dropped Kennesaw State 71-69
shot of the game. Following is a rundown behind Jock Page's 19 points.
For the sixth time in eight games the Bucs
of the Pirates results:
fate wasn't sealed until the final shot of the
Savannah State 69 ASC f>/
game as KSC's Daniel Dunlap missed a
67
Savannah State sophomore Danny Manning potential game winning three-pointer with
put in a rebound basket with four seconds onjy two seconds left to play,
left to play, giving SSC a 69-67 win over
the Pirates. Junior guard Shon Perry led ASC g3 Edward Waters 74
ASC in scoring with acareer high 21 points,
page scored 26 points, hauled inseven
rebounds and dished out six assists as the
Pirates closed the 1993 half of their
ASC 69 Edward Waters 66
The Pirates Brian Green broke a 66-all tie schedule with an 83-74 win over Edward
with a basket and a free throw at the seven Waters in a game played in J acksonville,
second mark to give Armstrong State a 69- Florida.
66 win in their 1993 home opener. Junior
ASC will open Peach Belt Athletic
center Stacy McClain scored a career high
17 points, and pulled down a career high Conference play on January 6th when they
13 rebounds, to lead the way for the Bucs. travel to Milledgeville to take on Georgia
College.
The Pirates will open a four game
Queens (NC) 60 ASC 58
homestand
on Saturday, January 8th when
In the first round of th e North Florida Sea
. of South Carolina
they
host
the
University
Turtle Inn Shootout, Queens broke a 58-all
tie with aa basket
basket at nine seconds to hand at Spartanburg . The team is counting on
tie
, ASC their second two pomt, last second loss student and faculty support for what
jn three games. Perry led the Pirates in promises to be aclose, exciting season. For
a complete rundown of the Pirates
scoring with 17.
schedule, see the athletic calendar at the
bottom left of this page.
ASC 86 Valdosta State 72
Armstrong State captured third place in the
Sea Turtle Inn Shootout with an 86-72 win
over old rivalValdosta State. Stacy McClain
scored 17 points and Jock Page 15 to lead
the Pirates.

yJ
Junior Guard Shon Perry passes to Heath Shroyer (44) to
initiate the Pirates' offense during ASC's 71-69 win over Kennesaw State.

ACPI
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the Week

AbL S iage ISIamea I layer U1 L11C YV
By Darrell Stephens
Sports Inf ormation Director

Armstrong State's Jock Page was
named the Peach Belt Athletic
Conference Player of the Week for
the week of December 7-13.
A 6'3" junior forward from
Franklin, Kentucky, Page led the
Pirates in scoring and rebounding in
two games during the week, scoring15
points togo with eight rebounds in an
overtime loss to Coker and scoring 19
points and hauling in five rebounds
in a win over Kennesaw State.
For the week, Page hit 14-26 from
the field and 6 of 8 at the free throw
line to go with 13 rebounds, three
assists and two steals.

ASC 73 Kentucky State 69
Pirate point guard Johnny Galyon hit a 15
jumper with 10 seconds left toseal the Bucs
win in the opening game of the Rollins
Tangerine Tournament in Winter Park,
Florida. Junior Brian Green came off the
bench to lead the Pirates in scoring with

II

5 Bluefield

Time
Pate

Mon., Jan. 3
Thu., Jan. 6
Sat., Jan. 8
Mon., Jan. 10
Sat., Jan. 15
Mon., Jan. 17

Place

ASC (Men) at Kennesaw State

M& W) at Georgia College
ASC (M & W) host USC Spartanburg
ASC ( M & W) host Lander
ASC (M&W) host Columbus
ASC (M&W) host Augusta

ASC

8:00 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm

(WV) State 69 ASC 62
The Pirates could never quite get over the
[hump in dropping a 69-62 decision in the
title game of theRollins tournament. Green
scored 18 to lead ASC in scoring. Green
[and Galyon were named to the alltoumament team.
Coker 60 ASC 57 (OT)
Coker used two miraclesto hand the Pirates
an ovetime loss. The Cobras got a threepointer with no time left in r egulation to

Photo by Jon Wright

Jock Page was the Pirates' top scorer in
the final three games prior to Christmas
break.
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"Somewhere in your life, you need to meet somebody that expects greatness prom you."
By Darrell Stephens
Sports Information Director
The covei of the ASC media guide
carries the quote, "Somewhere in your life,
you need to meet somebody that expects
greatness from you."
Third year Pirate head coach, Griff
Mills, certainly expects the very best from
the athletes who play for him, and not only
on the basketball floor.
In Millsfirst full year as the Pirate head
coach three of four seniots graduated and
the fourth is working toward attaining his
degree whileplaying professional basketball
in Costa Rica.
The Pirates managed to place aquality
product on the floor as well, finishing the
1992-1993 season witha 15-12 record and
challanging for the Peach Belt Athletic
Conference tide late into the season.
Mills expectations don't stop with the
classroom and the playingfloor. He hasalso
involvedhisplayersincommunity activities
by co nducting clinics and making them
available to work with community youth
groups.
A look at Millspast reveals that he can
back up the argument for his ideals.
As a player at one of Indiana's

basketball powerhouses,Terre Haute South,
Mills teams posted a two-year record of 486and advanced to the final sixteen teamsin
the state in his senior season of 1983-84At DePauw University, inGreencasde,
Indiana, where Mills earned a Bachelor's
Degree in Economics in 1988, teams he
played on posted a fouryear record of87-23
and advanced to the NCAA Division III

tournament on three occasions.
While earning his Master's Degree in
Physical Education at.East Carolina, Mills
served as an assistant. He was there when
Blue Edwards was the 21st draft pick of the
Utah Jazz.
Mills and his wife, the former Tybe
Moore, are expecting their first child early
in the basketball season.

Head Coach Griff Mills, rhoU
pictured above, begins his third season
with the Pirates this academic year with
the assistance of Scott Groninger and
Scott Shreffler.
For a related story, regarding the athletes
involved ivith the Big Brother program,
see page 1A.

Head Coach Lenny Passing Begins Fifth Season As Head Coach For the Lady Pirates
m

Head Coach Lenny Passink begins his
fifthseason with the Lady Pirates with the
assistance of Carol Meegan and student
asisstants Shea Dunham and Todd Meegan

By Darrell Stephens
Sports Information Director

Lenny Passink is beginning his fifth
season as head coach of the ASC Lady
Pirates.
In hisfirst four years Passink hasguided
Armstrong State to 55 wins, including last
seasons 16-10recordandathirdplace finish
in the Peach Belt Athletic Conference.

Passink coached teams have posted
winning seasons in three of his four yearsat
ASC. The lone exception was the injury
filled 90-91 campaign when the Bucs
finished the season 10-14.
One of the trademarks of Passink's
teams is thesolid defensive efforts they turn
in.
His 1990-1991 and 1992-1993 squads
the
a<; Belt Athletic Conference in
crrvrinrr
1 OH 1 1 n m
scoring
defense. TU.~
The 1991-1992
team
finsihed second in the PBAC in team
defense.. The 90-91 team was seventh in
the nation in that category in NCAA
Division II.
Prior to beginning hiscoaching stint at

ASC, Passink coached at Jenkins and
Savannah High Schools in Savannah; as
an assistant with the Continental Basketball
League's Savannah Spirits and with the
ASC men's team.
Passink started the women's program
at Jenkins in 1976 and compiled a 30-26
record in two years withthe Lady Warriors.
,AtvL^avaiiiidiiiiign.rdssinKcompLiedaooSavannah High, Passink compiled a 6312 record, including Region Championships
1 r\r.r>,
«„
—
'
in 1979 and 1980. His 1979 team compiled
a 25-2 record. Both teams advanced to state
tournament play.
Passink earned a Bachelor's Degree in
Education from Georgia Southern College
in 1969. He and his wife, Pat, have two

children, Elana and Bryan, who is currently
playing basketball at the University o f
Alabama.

Passink at ASC
vs. All-Opponents
Alabama-Huntsville*
Augusta* ••••••••
Brewton-Parker* • • •
Coker* • •••••••<
Columbus* • •••••«
Cumberland (KY)**1
Eckerd* •••••••••
Flager* •••••••••••••••••• 6-0
Florida Atlantic•••••••••••• 0-1
Florida Tech* ••••••••••••••2-3
Francis Marion**®********** 3-3
Georgia College************ 2-6
Lander* •••••••••••••••••5-1
North Georgia*•••••••••••• 2-0
Pembroke State* • •»•••••••• 2-0
Piedmont* •••••••••••••••2-0
Presbyterian**** •••••••••• 0-1
Rollins* •••••• ••••••••••• 0-2
St. Leo**••••••••• ••••••• 7-1
Savannah State*••••••••••• 2-4
Spelman* •••••••••••••••• 2-0
Tampa*******««»*««»»*»* 1-0
USC Aiken* • ••••••••• • ••3-4
USC Spartanburg* ••••••••• *3-6
Vorhees** ••••••• •••••••• 1-0
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Lady Pirates Close 1993 With a 5-2 Record
JenniferTeeple ties school and PBAC record with eight three-pointers in one game
North Georgia Rotary Classic. Teeple
led ASC in scoring with a game high 24
points. Yolanda Oliver, who scored 19,
was named to the all-tournament team.

row by d ropping previously unbeaten
Coker in a game played in Hartsville,'
South Carolina. Angela Foote scored
11 points and hauled in 12 rebounds to
lead ASC.

Savannah State 75 ASC 68 (OT)
ASC didn't score a field goal in the
final 10:47 of play as SSC came from
behind and defeated the Pirates in
overtime. Junior Debra Morrell scored
Claflin 92 ASC 71
a career high 18 points to lead the Bucs
Claflin ran away from the Pirates in the in scoring.
second half to post a 92-71 win in the
first game of the North Georgia Rotary ASC 54 Brewton-Parker 45
Classic. ASC trailed 46-44 at the half Yolanda Oliver scored 12 points and
but Claflinoutscored the Bucs 46-27 in ffeshmanAngelaFoote 10as the Pirates
the final twenty minutes to post the posted the win at home.
win.
Junior Yolanda Oliver scored 20 points ASC 53 Brewton-Parker 44
to lead ASC in scoring.
ASC went on the road to take their
second win over BP. Oliver and Marva
Lindsay scored 16 points each to pace
ASC 78 Piedmont 60
Sophomore Jennifer Teeple hit three the win.
three's in a two minute span in the
second half as ASC pulled away from ASC 48 Coker 37
Piedmont to take third place in the The Pirates won their third game in a

ASC 69 Florida Tech 60
Jennifer Teeple scored a career high 34
points as ASC closed the 1993 portion
of their schedule with a 69-60 win over
Florida Tech. Teeple tied her school
and Peach Belt Athletic Conference
record with eight three-pointers in the
game.
Teeple, a sophomore Savannah
native, ranks second all-time at ASC in
made three-pointers. Last year she was
selected as a member of the All-PBAC
second team, and she set the school and
conference three-pointer record which
she tied against Florida Tech.
Head Coach Lenny Passink says,
"Jennifer is one of the best three-point
shooters in the conference. A team
leadder, she has gained confiddence
from last year's success and is a real go
to player."

By Darrell Stephens
Sports Information Director

After starting the 1993-1994
basketball season with a 1 -2 record the
ASC women rebounded to post four
consecutive wins. Following is a
summary of the Pirates early season
results:

Photo by Jon Wright

Sophomore Jennifer Teeple shoots for three,
tying her school and conference record
against Florida Tech.

ASC Baseball Team Ranked
by College Sports Magazine
By Darrell Stephens
Sports Inform ation Director

The Armstrong State College
baseball team is ranked sixth in a
pre-seasonpoll in the January edition
of C ollege Sports, a new magazine
devoted entirely to college athletics.
The Pirates, 45-13-1 and the
Peach Belt Athletic Conference
regular season champion in 1993,
have advanced to the NCAA
Division II National tournament in
each of the last six seasons. ASC
participated in the Division II
National Championship Series in
1988 and 1989.
Armstrong State head coach Joe
Roberts is pleased with the early
season recognition afforded ther
Pirates in his 15th season,
"Everybody knew we lost a lot. But
this is a form of respect for the
tradition we've established."
Tampa, a member of the
Sunshine State Conference and the
1992 and 1993 NCAA II N ational
Champion, was ra nked first in the
College Sports poll.

H^^^IURALS1
Summer

&

Fall Quarter

'93

Awards
Photo by Jon Wright

Head Coach Joe Roberts, in his fifteenth season
at ASC, is pleased with his team's early season
ranking.

The 1994 ASC schedule
includes three of the teams ranked
in the poll's top 10; DSC Aiken,
North Florida and Jacksonville (AL)
State. The Pirates open the 1994
season on Friday, February 4th, when
they host Division I Geo rgia State.

Wednesday,
January
12
at Noon
For
more
Information
call
Ly nn Roberts a t 92 7-5 339

i • •

M
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Athletic Profile: Shon Perry
SPORT:
Basketball
CLASS:
Junior
BIRTHDAY:
September 1,1973
HEIGHT:
6'2"
MAJOR AT ASC: Computer Science
HOMETOWN: Anderson, IN
HIGH SCHOOL: Anderson
In his third year at ASC, Shon has moved into a prominent
role with the Pirate basketball team.
In the early part of the 1993-1994 season, Shon has scored
11.8 points per outing with a career high 21 against Savannah
State in the Pirates season opener, he currently ranks sixth in
the Peach Belt Athletic Conference in three-point field goal
shooting.
Perry played high school basketball at Anderson (IN) HS
which is one of the most respected high school programs in the
Hoosier state. In his junior year at Anderson, the Indians
advanced to the Indiana State Finals and in his senior season,
Shon gained All-State recognition and received Anderson's
team Leadership Award.

Athletic Profile; Christy Johansen
SPORT:
Basketball
CLASS:
Senior
BIRTHDAY:
August 31,1971
HEIGHT:
5'10"
MAJOR AT ASC: Athletic TVaining
HOMETOWN: Savannah, GA
HIGH SCHOOL: St. Vincent's Academy
Christy Johansen is playing her third year of basketball at ASC
This season marks her return to the basketball court after a two
year lay-off.
Originally recruited to play basketball in the1988-1989 season,
vn^K uended auer her SOphomore season to concentrate on
nc ^
^Ufmg hCr V°Ueyba11 career she set 12 ^hool records,
including blocks in a game; season and career. Christy was a
member of the 1992 volleyball team that set the ASC record for
most wms in a season with 27.
b^ketbaha^1 *St' VinJnVsAcMem^ Christy played Softball,
basketball and was a standout on the track team, advancing to the
X i n W ,he high jump'longjump'mi,e

and the 440
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Winter Quarter
ACTIVITY

DUE DATE

BEGINS

Aerobics

(No sign -up necessary)

Monday, January 10

Winter Sign-ups/Fall Awards

Wednesday, January 12

Noon

Basketball Captain's Meeting

Thursday, January 13

TBA

Basketball Leagues

Thursday, January 13

Tuesday, January 18

Pool League

Friday, January 14

TBA

Outdoor Soccer

Tuesday, January 18

Sunday, January 23

Pillo Polo

Tuesday, January 18

Tuesday, January 25

Indoor Soccer

Wednesday, January 19

Thursday, January 27

Bowling

Friday, January 21

TBA

One-on-One Basketball

Tuesday, January 25

Tuesday, February 1

Free Throw Contest

Tuesday, February 8

Tuesday, February 8

3-Point Shooting Contest

Thursday, February 17

Thursday, February 17

Weight Lifting Contest

Thursday & Friday,

j

1

.

:

February 24-25
Schick Super Hoops

TBA

TBA

Golf T ournament

TBA

TBA

Congratulations !!
to

Dean Bobel
who was named to the -^^ll~ l'OUrnanfient team
at the Georgia Flag Football Championships

i
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1993 Bad Year For
Professional Athletics
The National Basketball Asso
ciation also saw its ups and downs.
The Chicago Bulls won their historic
1993 will be remembered as one
third consecutive NBA title, and in
of the most tragic years in sports
the same year, they saw the departure
history. The year started off good, as
of the game's greatest player, Michael
America's team (Dallas Cowboys)
Jordan. Celtic favorite Larry Bird
once again won the Superbowl and
alsoretired. TheNBAwasalsoscarred
by the tragic deaths
of two of its rising
stars,
Drazen
v.
Petrovic (to a car
accident)
and
^•3
Reggie Lewis (to a
'•**.
heart condition).

Don't Spectate

By Biddy Garza
Quest Columnist

BASKETBALL'S
MICHAEL

JORDAN

Disinbuted by Tribune Media Services

title of the year's greatest football
team.
Major league baseball witnessed
the beginning of two new expansion
teams, the Colorado Rockies and the
Florida Marlins. It is true: ifyou build
it they will come. The Rockies set a
new all-time record for attendance in
one year of any team in major league
baseball.
But how quickly good times can
change. In the spring, the Cleveland
Indians lost two of their young stars,
Tim Crews and Steve Olin, and later
Clifford Young. Baseball also waved
good-bye to the all-time strike-out
leaderNoIan Ryan, and George Brett,
who is the only man to win three
batting titles in three different
decades, also retired.

Numerous Activities
Scheduled for Winter
Quarter. To find out how to
join an Intramural Team,
,
call Lynn Roberts at J
\

927-5339.

M
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JL37

Brian Blaloetc

David Creasman

Vital Statistics:

Vital Statistics-

Sportpore
Height6T
Weight
195
MajorPolitical Science
BirthtiateSeptember 7,1969
High school- Clennville 11987)
Classification-Junior
AwardsCombat Medical
Badge
101 Airborne 1989-91

T
-V iXk.

P '

r~~~~

SportROTC
HeightS'10"
Weight
155
MajorHistory
Birthdate- July, 20,1970
High school- Effingham 11988)
Classification-Junior
Awards101 Air Assault,
Airborne Combat
Infantry from 1988-91

rhoto by Beverly English
Photo by Beverly English

The ROTC Challenge
By Beverly English

Staff Writer

A Photo Shoot with the ROTC

When the SPS staff was invited to
photograph the Ranger Challenge team
from ASC and SSC, we didn't quite know
what to expect. At first we though it was
some sort of mock battle inwhich captives
are shot with paint or captured byopposing
sides: too much "Gomer Pyle" as a child 1
suppose.
Major Scott assured us that this was

There were twenty-three teams
competing in a totalof seven events which
ranged from hand grenade assaults,
weapons disassembly and assembly, one
rope bridge construction and orienteering.
The event took place at Fort Stewart in
Hinesville and the weather, as usual was
damp and dreary. The unluckier soldiers
in training had to crawl on their backs
and stomachs under a barbed wir
e fence
in the mud and eat breakfasts of tuna
casserole in a bag...yum, yum, makes
me want to go sign up right now.
Actually, the whole thing looked like
fun and I kept having to remind myself
that this was training that might some
day be put to use in a war or to defend
the freedom of a nation....pretty serious
stuff, serious indeed. A number of the
cadets felt cheated by the coverage of
basketball and baseball players. The
Ranger Challenge is much like avarsity
team with each member being a well
trained athlete. Members are chosen
for various skills, including leadership
ability, ability to get along well with
others, speed and agility.
After noting a number of teams
which seemed to do more bickering
and bumbling compared to teams that
worked as if they were reading each
others mind, I questioned a Sergeant
who informed me that often teams had
little opportunity to practice with one
Photo by Beverly English
another
and that some flaws in character;
Preparing for the grenade course!
i.e.: argumentiveness with team members,
not the case. The RangerChallenge Tearns lack of motivation, etc., were often over
consist of ROTC students from Universi looked for other factors that were deemed
ties throughout the Southeast. Since ASC more important, such as running speed,
and SSC have not yet obtained status as accuracy of aim and physical endurance.
Universities, these teams competed Still, it was evident that the winning
together as a unit under the Georgia teams held trust in their leaders and
outhern University System. Usually only respected each person in the unit as if they
°ne team is allowed to compete per were all instruments of the same body.
The team from ASC and SSC had their
University, but exceptions are made in
oases where there are enough students to share of arguments, but no effort was
divide into two groups.
lacking and everyone pitched in to do

Female cadets get down and dirty... luckily, this picture was7alten?before
the rain set in.
their part, learning from their mistakes
and offering solutions to problems. It was
after all a learning experience for most.
Some of the other schools had obviously
done this sort of thing before and it comes
as no surprise that the winning team came
fromNorthGeorgiaMilitary Co liege. The
combined team of A SC and SSC didn't
do too badly.
They lost
points in the
t i m e d
divisions,
but held on
to finish in
19th place
just three
p o i n t s
b e h i n d
GSUatl6th
place. With
m o r e
practice, a
bit
less
clowning
and some
decent food
for breakfast
t h e s e guys
might be

serious contenders for 1994. Who eats
tuna casserole for breakfast anyway...its
probably one of tho se Ranger things like
eating bugsand lizzards....yech!Then again
the thought of walking around with a wad
of chewing tobacco in your mouth makes
bugs and tuna casserole seem mild by
comparison.• •

Photo by Beverly English

Cadets on the rope bridge- it's harder than it looks!

R E S E R V E

O F F I C E R S '

T R A I N I N G

C O R P S

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
S!S£i."2l5I^£fSt5^5'.r»TH?
ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TRUE.

Department of Military Science
927-5206
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Pathways lead New Teachers in Right Direction
By Clark Kuntz
Staff Writer

To solve the problem-Where
do we begin ?-and by the way, who
gets to solve the problem? Is it my
responsibility or is it yours? lean
not point a finger unless I look into
the mirror; however, the facts are
on the table, and it is evident that if
you are an American, it is your
burden to bear.
According to th e October 31,
1993 edition of the Savannah News
Press, Donald Anderson writes that
"Nationwide, an estimated 36.9
million people-including 14
million children-live in poverty.
The 1992 census figures indicate,
the poverty wage level for a family
of four was $14,355." How does this
effect children in school ? T he
implications are phenomenal!
ZeldaTenenbaum, a Savannah
Child Advocate, states, "The fact
that children can't learn in school
has a lot to do with poverty." One
of the first things an educator must
deal with is the previous knowledge
and experiences a student has had.
This base knowledge is c rucial, and
it is proven that children raised in
poverty are at a disadvantage when
they begin school, due to the lack of
broad experiences and availability
of advanced knowledge.
And yet another outstanding
factor in today's and tomorrow's
education is the racial imbalance of
students and teacher. Modeling is
by far the most effective way to
teach, and children need a role
model with which they can identify.
By the year 2000, only 5% of K-12
teachers will be of minority while
the percentage of minority students
continue to grow by leaps and
bounds. With this off-balanced
ratio, A child could go through
school without a minority teacher.
This is not a real picture of the real
world! Where are the role models?
How will our minority population
of students see themselves growing
into educated adults when all those

who stand before them with
knowledge are of the majority race.
Something is not working out, and
we are seeing the disgusting results.
The responsibility is here and
decorated with bright lights. The
time is now as the number of
minorities and those living in
poverty are not decreasing—in fact,
they are increasing rapidly.
Adderton states "Hispanics are the
fastest growing ethnic group in the
nation. The number of Hispanic
children living in poverty increased
by 116% compared to the national
average of 47% over the past ten
years."
Armstrong's Dr. Evelyn Dandy
has been inspired and continues to
look for that light at the end of t he
dark and dangerous tunnel of
society. Dr. Dandy worked long
and hard to write a grant which in
turn became the DeWitt WallaceReader's Digest Fund's Pathways to
Teaching Program. This
scholarship has as its mission to
increase the number of certified
teachers, primarily minorities, in
the Savannah-Chatham county
area. This opportunity is
accomplished through the
collaboration of representatives
from Armstrong State College
(ASC), Savannah State College
(SSC), and Savannah-Chatham
County Public Schools (BoE).
As with any program, goals
must be set and, of course, must also
be fulfilled. In order to fulfill its
mission, ASC's Pathways to
teaching program has adopted the
following goals:
1. To produce at least 55 certified
early elementary and middle school
teachers, especially minority males,
from among 95 paraprofessionals
and substitute teachers who enter
the program;
2. To enhance the capacity of
ASC's teacher preparation program
to better meet the needs of the local
urban schools by modifying and
expanding the current curriculum;

3. To
f
strengthen and
maintain the
collaborative
effort among
ASC, SSC,
and the BoE in
the selection,
preparation,
and
certification of
teachers;
4. To
facilitate
professional
working
relationships
between
faculty at ASC
and SSC
^
through the
establishment of a Joint Advisory
Council.
The program recruits, screens
and selects schoolars, primarily
minorities, already employed by the
BoE and provides them with a
curriculum and creative scheduling
designed to facilitate their
graduation and subsequent
professional certification. Support
is made available through 80%
tuition scholarships, orientation
sessions, tutorials, cultural
awareness activities, workships,
family support activities,
networking, mentoring, test
preparation, editorial assistance,
and incentive awards.
The grant, provided by the
DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest
fund, will extend over a four year
period with efforts to perpetuate the
program's aspirations, the DeWitt
Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund
invests nationwide in programs to
improve elementary and secondary
schhols, strengthen organizations
and programs that serve the youth,
encourage ties between schools and
communites and promote
educational and career-related
reform at the national level.
Approved annual grants exceed $60

million. Evaluation will be both
internal and external and include
ongoing monitoring in all aspects of
the Program. The overall outcome
of the Program is to better prepare
teachers to work in urban
environments.
Dr. Dandy is only one person;
however, she fills the shoes of
many. Dr. Dandy, along with
others on the council from ASC
and SSC, review essays and screen
applicants that are interested in this
program. The results are dynamic,
and the program will produce living
solutions for years to come. Though
this program is outstanding, it does
not stand alone; however, it does
belong to a small group of ideas put
into action. There are as many
ideas as there are people walking
the earth but bringing these ideas to
life takes tenacity and self-worth—
Do you have it? Is it your
responsibility? It is your problem!
It is your responsibility. If you are
willing to get involved—the burden
is yours, if you ar e willing to bear it-The solution is yours if you are
willing to face the responsibility. It
is time to wake up and smell the
coffee before the coffee's burnt.
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So You Thought You had a Problem Finding a Parking Space
student officer coming to work at school
and discovering your reserved parking
Staff Writer
space has car in it that isn't yours.
You may be late to class, you may be
There have been numerous
carrying
eighty pounds of photographic
complaints from students, staff, student
or
publication
materials. You may have
leadersand facul tyabout parking problems
run
quick
ly
out
to your car in your raggedy
on campus.
sweats
and
driven
through Burger King®
A number of students feel that a new
to
buy
lunch
for
you
and six of your staff
parking garage on Arts Drive would solve
members
(with
drinks
included) only to
the overdcrowding better than staggered
discover
someone
who
only planned to
hous for classes, but a new parking garage
park
there
a
minute
has
outlasted their
cost money.
Environmentalist suggest biking, time and your patience.
By my recollection, I managed to
taking the bus, and carpooling, but this is
too much of an inconvenience on a park in my own reserved space about 20%
generation where freedome and of the time last quarter, and 1 was not
independence are valued at the gasoline alone.
pump level as well as the philosophical
We daydreamed about our revenge.
one.
Perhaps, letting theairout of the intruder's
There is nothing like the feeling of car tires or nice li ttle notes written in shoe
arriving late to class only to find there are polish on the windshields. We even
no open parking spaces closer than the thought about carrying orange parking
Savannah Mall; that is unless you are a cones to put in our spaces when we left for
By Beverly En glish

From the President's Desk
Contributed by President Robert Burnett

Assessing the Parking Situation
Is there a parking problem at
Armstrong State College? That seems
to be relative to the respndent. To the
student expecting to drive on campus
at 9:50 am on Monday and find a place
in front of the classroom building for a
10:00 amclass there is a major problem.
To a transfer student from a large urban
state university there is no problem.
1 believe Armstrong is the only
four-year state institution with no
parking fee. This administration has
been reluctant to charge a fee when
parking is available. With the doubling
of enrollment in the past six years and
the addition of new faculty members,
parking spaces are more difficult to find,
but they are there.
The parking situation is monitered
two or three times daily at he
t beginning
of each quarter. On Monday and
Tuesday mornings between 8 am and
noon, density is greatest, yet some
parking places on Perimeter Road and
in the parking lot near the tennis courts
remain. The most telling point is that
the overflow student parking lot off
Science Drive near the softball field is
virtually unused.
We have a
contingency plan to use the cinema
parking lot and shuttle people to
campus, but there has never been a
need to implement this plan.
There are plans forfuture additional
parking. The parking lot on Arts Drive
will be extended toward Abercorn.
There are plans to add parking behind

theFineArtsBuildingandoffPerimeter
Road across from the Health Professions
Building. There has been discussion of
building a parking garage near the Plant
Operations Building. Parking areas
will be expanded but we are trying to
expand without charging students an
additional fee. If you have suggestions
about the parking situation on campus,
sendd them to Vice President for
Student Affairs, Dr. Joseph Buck, who
will have them reviewed by the college
traffic committee.
In five years the traffic patterns on
campus will change dramatically. The
extension on the one cent sales tax for
road construction will fund a bypass of
Armstrong's Science Drive. When that
bypass is c omplete, Science Drive in
front of Fine Arts and Health
Professions will likely become a
pedestrian mall with traffic rerouted.
Further in the future, the campus plan
envisions a perimeter road on the north
side of the campus such that some day
Arts Drive may become a pedestrian
mall as well.
I have outlined for you the
directions the campus is headed with
parking and traffic flow. I trust the
information is useful. For those students
having trouble finding a parking space,
there is ample parking in the overflow
lot off Science Drive (City Park). If
you drive there first your problem is
solved.
^President Robert Burnett

errands or to buy lunch for the numerous
staff members that are hard at work.
By m id-quarter, we were even getting
angry with each other. When 1unknowingly
ticketed another student officer's vehicle
whileparkedin my space, (It'll neverhappen
again Clark, 1 SWEAR!"), I realized that a
better system needed to be worked out.
The best way to find solutions to
problems is research. If the problem is
parking, the Student's Illustrated prints an
updated list of traffic and parking
regulations. Some of the regulations are
quite obvious; such as, "No parking on
sidewalks and grass." No kidding.
Most of the rules you are probably
already aware of: No parking on red curbs,
30 minute parking limit by the white curb
in front of the Administration building and
no backing into parking spaces.
The following information may be of
interest: At least we found it amusing. For
instance: If you do not have a decal on your
car and park in any parking space other
than those reserved for guest, you may have
your car towed or fined. If anyone parks a
vehicle on a red curb, especially one that
provides entry to a sidewalk, you may also
be towed. Reserved parking spaces,
including those of student officers are on
reserve from Monday through Friday from
6:00 am to 10:30 pm. If you park there

s

w i thou t a decal, you may be towed, f..
decal, you will be ticketed andfined$g
Which if left unpaid, will be added to
tuition cost, a courtesy of thefinanceof' I
The most interesting bit of tr ivia'
uncovered was that students » •
accumulated six or more unpaid tickets)
subjected to having their vehicle to,,
away.
Please do not assume that it is air.
to park in a reserved space for one hour :
One day while 1 was at sc hool, SJ
different vehicles parked in m y r esent;
space within a six-hour time space, a
while I am sure the school appreciatedi
additional funds, I was not amused.
1 think a new parking policy shouldis
made. We can call it Parking- A-Lotter,
you park a lot in someone else's space,p.
will be fined $15,00 which will go into;
special fund to build a four-tiered light:
security guarded parking garage over tit!
existing parking lot on Arts Drive,
At the rate in which studentsandafes
un-named teachers (said professor)part
reserved student officers spaces on Sciera
Drive, we should have the garage Ui
within the year to eleviate the p arkin
problem,andwe wouldn' thave tocutdc
any trees and concrete overany grassystrip
to do so.

Parking Poem

It is hard; to find a place to park, in
early morning or after dark.
From the woods we all must take a
hike,Junless we're brave and ride a
bike.
Some call a cab^ some take the bus,
but we're upinarms and making a
fuss.
'
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Party Time Is Over
By Aurelia Roth

Staff Writer

In contrast, New
Year's parties with
traditional
balls
falling, balloons rising,
and noises steadily
drowning
out
everything, are too
conventional for me.
After having attended
my share of those in
younger years, I
"celebrate" now by
doing
absolutely
nothing, accompanied
by a little night music
and the whisper of
champagne.
And
while
I
leave
resolutions to others,
I do harbor reflections.
Three particular New
Year's events stick out

With Christmas frolics and New Year
celebrations executed, once again, we
should all be read y now for new endeavors;
1 certainly am. While many citizens are still in my memory, one bad, one good, and one Phi Alpha Theta President Aurelia Roth chats with Dr. Arens
in the process of regaining their strength funny:
after an overdoses ofshoppingand partying,
Japan! Still in the military! Some gesturingandpointing toa front table inside, singing into my ear about—of all things—
and/or are wallowing in New Year pompous colonel has requested the honor where I could see my date valiantly some "white sails in the blue seas," it was
resolutions, (—how boring!) I am ready to of my husband's and my presence at his defending an empty chair, prompted her to time to leave, —alone.
get back to business—now! A minimum formal New Year's Day reception —at 8.00 unlock the door once more and let me
Minutes later, I s tomped through the
of h oliday romping suffice my needs. Let's A.M! Ha! What a time to pick! And what squeeze in. No sooner had I sat down, than still night, in the crunching snow, and after
face it —New Year's parties are so fun we had —swaggering through the the famous bell of St. Stephen's Cathedral, jiist a few minutes, reached the one-room
predictable, and Christmas gatherings too greeting line, dress uniform, cocktail dress with the onomatopOetic name of wooden hut. Too tired to bother with the
"Pummerin," 22 tons in all,
began its stove, despite the clattering cold, I b arely
fattening.
and all, and trying to keep our eyes open!
earth-shaking toll, almost, but not quite, managed to get my boots offmy feet, plunged
There are exceptions, of course. The It pleases me to think^ that that arrogant
drowning out the noises of fire crackers and into bed, pulling the thick eiderdown quilt
sophistication of Phi Alpha Theta parties is colonel, now long retired, and stripped of
celebrants. And there, oblivious to over me, and immediately fell asleep.
legendary by now, with professors bringing his belligerent powers, might instead be
pandemonium all around us, my date and
When I w oke up again, I n oticed the
in their finely crafted bachelor special ties, assigned domestic tasks, such as disposing
I raised champagne glasses to each other sun shining into the window and, next to
students debating mundane subjects with of the garbage and stirring the gravy.
and to the year that would see us getting me, —a mitten-clad fist sticking out of the
A much happier New Year's Eve took
their mentors, in the serene surroundings of
married.
quil t. There was also a blond bushel of hair,
pretty parlors and sitting rooms, and place a few years before in Vienna. I
A couple of years before, an entirely and as 1 peeked carefully under the quil, I
everybody decked out in finest greens and rememberwell the anticipation and anxiety
different scene!
noticed that it belonged to a strange young
reds; even a tuxedo issighted occasionally. I felt, hurrying through the nightly streets,
Picture the snow-laden mountains of man.
And whiie decorum is maintained at all filled with revelers, to reach my little
Salzburg in an icy-cold, glass-clear night,
The puzzle was quickly solved: as my
times, uninitiated professors may be rendezvous cafe on St. Stephen's Square
and happy skiers celebrating New Year's in ski-lift friend's brother, whom I h ad never
introduced to drinking Gallianos—straight, before midnight. Scheduled to work that
a little inn, up a half hour's climb from the met, he had, after being out on the party
and students may acclaim somebody's whole night, I had gotten a colleague to
last mountain road. A Salzburg friend who trek, simply crawled through the window to
battery-operated flashing ear rings. Ah; substitute for me for just this one hour and
owned and operated a ski lift nearby, had sleep out the night. (One didn't lock or
there is nothing more uplifting than had only minutes to make it on time to St.
invited me and my ski companions, check windows, years ago!) With that
Stephen's
stationed in another little village, to join a earthy unperturbednessofmountainpeople,
S q u a r e ,
typical "ski hut" celebration. In the usual he had just nudged the stranger in the bed,
Vienna's
apres-ski outfits and boots, and devoid of me, carefully enough to get enough space
T i m e s
all shallow contraptions of the more for himself; and that was that.
Square. I got
sophisticated city parties, we moved in a
Now, three decades later, myfriendsof
„ to the cafe
picture-book world of "Gemuetlichkeit" to my youth have advanced to activities of the
just as the
the sounds of an accordion, energized by middle-aged, middle-class Middleproprietress
food and potent "ski water" and a wood- Europeans: they "celebrate" New Year's by
locked the
burning stove spitting in the background. traveling to other countries.
Package
glass doors in
Shortly after midnight, my companions arrangements in Europe (including lodging
front t of me;
decided to climb down the mountain again and meals) are often bargains and available
the place was
to drive back to the village, but 1 w asn't for little more than livingitupatoneofthe
packed to
ready to give up my little flirt with that fancier Savannah hotels. T wo of my fr
iends
capacity and
skiing instructor. So I stayed on, after my went to Rome for 5 days, for about $300.00
could
not
Salzburg friend offered me the use of an each, where they had the Vatican to romp
handle any
unoccupied little hut behind his ski lift, around, as well as various museums, before
more people.
should 1 want to retire for the night. After settling down in a typical Roman wine
My frantic
about another couple of hours fun and
Phi Alpha Theta.memhers relax at the History Department-Phi Alpha
dancing, of which ;l remember particularly J.,(
"Parties" continued on page 24.
Theta Christmas Party
well, the lyrical, Jenqr voice of my.beinj^ v.v
...
.
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In A Pig's Eye- a REAL woman's perspective
By Annette Logue
Assistant Ed itor

Huck Finn and I
"Rite of Passage" is a term that many
of us learn in one of the core English
classes. We get to read many classics such
as Sula hyToni Morrison. The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain, or
The Awakening bv Kate Chopin. We
read about various characters and the
events in their lives that move them from
childhood to adulthood or from good to
bad or perhaps even acceptance to
rebellion.
With three almost grown children, 1
see these changes almost daily. 1 watch
them struggle with adult decisions. These
everyday mental tug-of-wars make me
wonder exactly when 1 became an adult.
(Also, a small memo from said professor
mentioning that using the public media to
answer her other memo wasn't the adult
thing to do sort of hit a nerve.) My
mortgage company sees me as an adult,
and lam sure would treat me like an adult
if 1 missed a payment. My Allstate agent
rated me as an adult when he sold me my
car insurance policy. My father no longer
supports me. The 1. R. S. considers me an

adult by mailing me the annual booklet 1
recie ve which contains my income taxforms
with a special-addressed sticker on thefront.
But how can 1 actually prove that 1 am an
adult? This question really began to baffle
me.
1 gathered my children around me and
asked them why they considered me an
adult. My 5" 10" son looked down at me
with his big hazel eyes and said "Mom, my
gosh, what's your problem now? Everyone
knows your an adult because you can put
me on phone restriction." Well yes, my
children believe 1am an adult because I am
the one that deals with their irate teachers,
puts medicine on the multitudes of cuts and
scrapes, and bakes the twelve dozen
cupcakes for their various school's P. T. A.
meetings. The schools that my children
attend accept my signature on report cards
and absent excuses. But does that make me
a adult?
My loving husband of sixteen years
rolled his eyes heavenward when 1talked to
him about my adulthood question. He
never knows quite what to say to questions
like that. "Sort of like between a rock and
a hard place" he says, "No matter what I say
you'll be angry, so, I'll just say ... um . . .
you're just as beautiful today as the day 1

"Parties," continued from page 23•

Dr. Arens sits with History honor students at the Christmas party.
cellar in Frascati, one of Rome's "seven
hills," to toast the New Year.
My best girl-friend , a single lawyer,
hopped over to Istanbul, for about $ 150.00.
She left Vienna by plane at 7 o'clock in the
morning, arrived there to participate in a
guided city tour,visited the Blue Mosqueand
the Haggia Sophia, and then let herself go
bananas at the Great Bazaar, the famous
2500-shops-affair, where she fussed ove r a
breath-taking array of gold, silver, leather,
textiles, carpetsand antiques. Inthe evening,
she readily flew back to Vienna.
Another friend took a cruise on the
Nile, afterflying with Egypt Air toCairo; and

I I should be hearing about that merryprance
at one of my next overseas phone calls. As
various friends regularly bring me up to date,
I am confident I will also hear about anartistfriend who traveled with a Vienna operetta
production to japan. I read i n a review that
he brought the house down with dancing a
Czardas, singing the text in Japanese.
Stay tuned, as 1 will report more on
various travel adventures the next time; my
lawyer-friend should be back by then from
Majorca. And anybody who wants to get
used to reading about those exotic places,
find, in the meantime, the place of
WULUMUQI. (Hint: it's in URUMCHI.)

My husband and 1 have continued to
grow after our nuptials. 1 can't say t hat
having your own small baby placed i n
your arms is a sign. 1 was only twenty
to my adulthood.
Duri ng mysearch for the exact moment when that first happened, and 1 ha ve
I actually achieved this grand honor, 1 been growing with each one ever since.
began thinking about my fellow ASC I've paid "worried-over" bills,suffered the
students. The young freshmen are battling loss of a parent, watched my chi ldren
with everyone around them to prove they grow taller than 1, and began my college
have achieved adulthood. I wou ld almost as a way to find my future.
So, 1 finally decided that adulthood
bet that their parents still see them as
teenagers. Many of these young adults are must be a time when we have learned
not old enough to drink, yet Uncle Sam everything and never again make
says they can defend our country. The mistakes. If this is the case, then no "said
sophmores and juniors have it a bit easier, professor" I haven't reached adulthood,
perhaps. They've had the extra few years to and I am glad. So, 1guess it is okay for me
prove themselves in the family and society. to once again address you in a public
They probably have paid income taxes and media. But, 1would like to thank you for
began to buy things on credit. The seniors the insightful journey your memosentme
have begun sending out resumes and/or through. I discovered what a boringplace
applying for graduate schools, while the the world would be to have everything
interest on their loans are piling up. But exactly right, having no room for
what decision do we have to make to know improvement. The wonderful partoflife,
for sure that we have become adults? The for me, isgrowing, learning, andachieving
non-traditional students are pretty much even if by trial and error. I am glad that
in the same boat as I. So, what exactly does most of usare just older children watching,
one have to accomplish to say "1have made waiting, and hoping that we will m ake
it?"
the right decisions for ourselves an d,
I know graduating high school and perhaps somewhere down the line,forour
getting married isn't a sure way of telling. own small children that we are given to
raise.

met you. Is that O.K.?" I began to cry and
ran off screamingf you'll never understand
me" Once again, I couldn't find exact proof

r\

Food For Thought

Sitting here among all the discarded wrapping
paper, untied bows, and torn boxes, I wonder what
Christmas is all about. With three teenage children,
I know that my bank balance dwindled faster than
the sand in an hour glass. So, why do they look at me
with an "is-that-all" look on their faces. Well, yes,
my dears that is all she wrote. Christmas is over.
Now for the new year approaching, we all make
New Year resoultions that only saints can keep. So,
why do we bother? Beats the heck out of me. My
resolution normally consist of not making any
resoultions. This way, I don't acutally ever have to
feel guilty or make excuses for myself.
But for those out their determined to make January
the worst month of the year, perhaps I can give some
advice. Don't promise to quit anything. Just promise
to cut back. Don't promise to lose or gain anything.
Just promise to try. Most importantly, look into
yourself and find the things that you really like about
yourself and make them more pronounce. So on
those days when you think you've broken all your
resolutions, you can look once again inside yourself)
finding the positive traits that youadm ire, and smile.
The most important resolution stands firm and
unbroken.
-Annette

Good Professor, Bad Professor*** Part Two
By Beverly English

Staff Writer

not so easily done. Unless one has
trained alongside Sig mund Freud or has
an inside line to the Psychic network,
discovering professor's motives for action
is difficult to fathom. One would
imagine that boredom has alot to do with
it.When I used to work as a tour driver,
rive referred to tourists in private as
"tourcms" because they seemed so
moronic. You'd tell them to look to their
left and point at and describe a building
and before you could inhale to point at
something else they'd point at the very
same building and say , "Aren't you
going to tell us about this building?". It
rivas enough to drive even the mildest
mannered tour guide insane as it was
repeated by a baffling amount of
tourists. After a time, we began to
outguess tourists questions, sometimes
implying as to their intellect until one
tourist might say, "I wasritabout m ask
you about the house. I was just pointing
out that the tire is abou t to fall off your
vehicle and I thought you might like to do
something about it before we were all
injured or killed." Comments such as
that bring a new light to the situation and
have a tendency to make you more
aware that you are only human afterall.
Remember all the s notty desk clerks
and bank tellers
They are like "bad"
Professors; they have already made
assumptions without cause and if you
are rude they will be rude in return and
defend their position by excuses and
interpretations 6f their acts as normal
even if it requires computer analysis and
research to try to convince themselves
pnd their superiors that t hey have done
no wrong.
Many students, when faced with a
rude clerk will shop elsewhere or change
banks to be treated with politeness and
respect, but it's kind of hard to change
schools and while changing professors is
an option; what do you do when the
class is offered w ith this professor only?
You can do what I did 12 years ago
and switch from Biology to English and
return to school later to follow your
dream or you can stand up for yourself
and demand the situation be changed.
There is a problem here. You've only
been in this college for a year or more
arid the professor has been here for at
least 20.

Last quarter, we looked into the
situation of pro blem profe ssors: those
people who seem to enjoy student
bashing as much as the KKK enjoys
lighting crossed tim bers in front of
people's f ront ya rds and Ma lcomb
X'ers enjoy telling everyone that A dam
and Eve were black A frican's and
therefore the KKK'ers are their direct
descendents.
It's a vicious circle no matter how
one views it. We would assume that all
professor's were student's at one time,
just as all adults who "hate" children
were children themselves unless science
has improved itself over the Christm as
break while I was gone. There is a
natural cycle of thing s which we fail or
refuse to admit to. We don't like to
think of ourselves as dependent on
others, unconfident of the future and
struggling to be accepted by groups or
individuals we may later dispise. All !
too easily we fo rget what it was like to
be the underdog and act out our parts
as if we were gods; creating,
destroying, for ever in control of all the
wcrdd around us. We have laid down
the law according to our opinion and
those who dare to challenge must be
mished, humiliated, humbled and
made to see the&f&r of their w ay, so
that they will know that we are godand
ours is the one true ju dgement.
fyou are a religious person, just
think of ho w you'd feel if science
moved God did not exist. Do you think
you would say, "Oh! That's so
enlightening. Thank you for allowing
ate to see the light?".Chances are,
you'd argue, become angry chid Upset
and f ind all the proof you could to
document you r correctness.
Though this is not meant as a
criticism of religion, this kind of feeling
°f say it ain't so" prevents us from
objectively viewing ourselves and our
motives. This is t he one greatest
moblem we as students encounter in
what shall be termed here as "bad"
mofessors. The word bad implies that
ome fo rm of correction be applied, but
•ou; do you discipline a "god-being".
One would think that a true God
Common sense teUs y ou to inquire
would be self-correcting so to speak,
about
how other students in the class are
hit gods p er se have been running
amuck for milleniums so what's a poor doing. Are they having problems too or is
it just you1 If there is a problem, will the
student to do?
professor be willing to listen to your
If y ou feel yo u have a problem with
a professor, first try to name the
views. If not, will the department head
rroblem and uncover the cause. This is be more objective and if no one wants to

listen, talk with a counsellor or someone
who is removed and objective who can
give you suggestions on how to handle
the situation.
If you manage to survive the course,
do not assume that teacher evaluation
forms are not read or are not considered
important. I interviewed several

"Many students, when faced
with a rude clerk, will shop
elsewhere or change banks
to be treated with politeness
and respect, but... what do
youdo when aclass is offered
[by] one professor only?"
department heads on campus and
driscoverd thai harsh commen ts with no
direction are in general ignored, but
constructive criticism is taken seriously
and if it does no t bring about change, it
can prevent problem professors from
recieving higher positions and sala ries
and in rare events, can lead to their
being dismissed from the college, and
yes, fellow students, it has happened
here, so don't think that what you have
to say doesn't matter.
Just recently I we nt through an ordeal
which I do not intend to go through ever
again When it was all over I felt like
running through the streets of Savannah
and yelling, " Free at last! Thank God
Almighty We're free at last!"
I had spent a n agonizing quarter
trying to improve on a grade I ha d not
seen on my records since a ninth grade
algebra class. In a normal situation, I
would have dropped the class, knowing
that there was no hope of gett ing an A in
the course, but a friend who was taking
the course with me got out her handy
dandy calculator and proved that it was
possible and besides, the class was
overloaded and I had begg ed the
professor to let me i n, so it didn't seem
appropriate to quit.
The test which I had done so poo rly
on was a total shock, not just the grade,
kit the test itself. The professor had
given rather confusing notes and none of
us were able to find any of the material
he was discussing in the bo ok, which Was
designed for another co urse— not the one
we were taking. Only once had the
professor told us t o read the book
carefully in this one section, because he
didn't have time to go over it well in
class. The section was rather confusing
on its own, but dutifully I re ad onward.
The night of the test, we were all
anxious to prove our knowledge I ha d

studied my notes so well 1 could
practically quote them from memory
and I'd completed every preassigned
essay so tha t any that was chosen for
the test would be ch ild's play.
Though somewhat nervous, I went
into the test feelin g confident that I
would score an A . Much to my
surprise, the multiple choice questions
were for the most part forei gn and I
nervously looked up thinking the
professor had given me the wro ng test
for another class by mistake. Nothing
here looked remotely familiar to the
notes I had taken and only the part I
had studied closely in the book had
seemed to make any sense. I couldn't
figure out what was wrong. It was sort
of like bein g placed in a maze where all
the exits have been block ed and
somebody.was shouting "Fire!". 1 fe lt
sick to my stomach. Luckily the essay
made sense and I had h oped that at
least that much would save me . As it
occured, only one person in the class
scored an 85: the highest grade from a
class of seniors with GP A's ranging at
3.0 and above. The average score of
all of us combined was in the mid 60's,
pleasant weather for Fall, but not a n
ideal score on a test one has studied for
continuously and spent six hours
reviewing for in the even ing and
another four before the test began.
The professor, when questioned as
to the validity of the test produced a
computerized score sheet as if expe cting
the furror of go od students who didn't
deserve the trickery. When we
commented that we had not gone over
any of the material on the test in class,
we were informed that it was our duty
to read the book and uncover the
information on our own.
We took our prote sts to a higher
authority and it is hoped that we will be
taken seriously so that other students
will not have to go through what we
did. I manged to bring my test scor e up
two grade levels and had ex pected the
paper I had written, turned in and
revised well ov er seven times to bring
my score up to a B. It was
disappointing to have worked so hard
and given up so much to please
someone who proba bly didn't care
whether I u ent on to succeed or fail. I
got an A ir my other class and actually
feel asham'd of it because it came so
easily compared to what I had thou ght
would beaB.

Continued on page 2 8.
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Tuberculosis - A Blast from the Past!

By Kelly Nelson
Staff Writer

——
Since 1950, The incidence of TBin
the U.S. was steadily declining due to
readily available antituberculosis
medications. Not anymore! Beginning
in 1985, statistics confirm TB is on the
rise. In a seven year period (1985-92),
the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention estimated there were 51,697
excess cases. TB is an epidemic and it
kills nearly 3 million people in the world
each year, more than all other infectious
diseases combined including AIDs.
According to the CDC, citizens in
the United States have a 10% chance of
contracting the disease. In 1990, when
nearly 2 million people worldwide died
from TB only $16 million was spent to
combat the disease. Compare that figure
with $77 million spent to fight leprosy
which killed 2,000 people and $185
million for AIDS which killed 200,000.
Tuberculosis is caused by the
Mycobacterium tuberculosis organism.
This organism is transmitted through
the air when a person with active
pulmonary or laryngeal TB sneezes,
speaks, coughs, or sings. Another person
becomes infected after inhaling the
organisms which are suspened in air.
Once a person becomes infected, the
tiny organisms spread throughout the
body, prefering body tissues with a high
oxygen content, such as the lungs and
kidneys.Often theTBorganismsremain
dormant because the body's immune
system attacks and walls of the orga
nisms
in tubercles from the rest of the body,
hence the name. If the immune system
weakens, then the organisms can
reactivate and multiply.
fortunately, most people who
become infected never develop active
I B . With preventative therapy, an
individual s chances of developing

J

surge include poor access to health care,
poor living conditions and malnutrition
among low-income populations, an
increase in drug abuse, and immigration
of individuals from countries where TB
isendimic. Yet, don't be fooled. This is
not only a disease of the poor. Nearly
33% of all cases in the United States
occur in the middle and upper-income
groups.
Unlike AIDs, TB cost very little to
treat. But, the costs are increasing due
to the new multidrug-resistant TB strain,
This strain occurs when people fail to
finishtheirmedicationandtheTBgerm
mutates becoming drug-resistant. This
problem is becoming increasingly
prevalent in large cities like New York
and Miami. To this date, there has been
no multidrug-resistant TB in Chatham
county. Scarier than the increased costs
is the idea that TB may be on the verge
of becoming incurable. In 1992,
multidrug-resistant TB in the U.S.
resulted in 90% mortality rates.
As the trend continues to rise, ifTB
is not given the attention it warrents,
we may return to the time when people
were locked up in wards to prevent the
spread of the deadly disease. Since no
vaccine exists to prevent contracting
TB, control of the disease requires
appropriate screening and identifying
high risk groups. Individuals who work
in a health care setting are particularly
susceptible to contracting TB and should
receive a tuberculin skin test annually,
Those with a greater risk than others of
developing the disease should be tested,
including HIV-positive individuals,
people who are in contact with a newly
diagnosed TB case, and people with a
medical condition that increases their
risk of TB. Children are at a greater risk
of developing the acitve disease after
infection and aremore likely to develop
serious forms of the disease with

?0%: This permanent physical damage, therefore,
! TDU
dwelopinj school children should be tested
active TB becomes 1% with medication, annually.
!"Ce of

The resurgence seen in the U. S.
may be primarily attributed to AIDs ATTENTI0N NURSING AND PREwhich wipes out the immune system of i^R,SIN<?,f™DENTSs
us victims and makes them more xa ,flrstTGANS meeting will be held
susceptible to developing active TB p ' 7 • '
a 1j°' a t 1 2 n ° ° n i n H e a l t h
Other factors contributing to the TB
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Nursing Honor Society Selects New Members
appl icants to have at least a3.0 GPA an<
to submit information about presen
Staff Writer
jP?
accomplishments and future goals.
The Mu Kagga^hapter o|j|>i|
ASC students to be inducted
Theta Tau recently' selected jfSS
February are: Mary Ellen Calderon,
members from Arf|s|ipnp'',
Elizabeth Cooper, Ann Day,Jon Deinai
to be inducted in^^ua|r^|»^
Jennifer Foumier, Leigh Goggans, Stacei
Tau, a national rc&ngr
"
Hodge, Carrie Kem, Caro-lyon LeFlei
was founded i|| 1$22 tO jec
Trudie Land, Victor Lavigne, Amber
scholarship in nursing The Mu
Lawrence, Cynthia Lowerts, Ceci
chapter which consffiofalMProni
Mallard, Janice Marlc,.Klee Marks, Davie
College and GeQfgia Soufh ern|jjiyas Metzger, Melissa
Nelson,
chartered May 3,1990. AtthiStime.Jmere joan Roberts,
are322 chapters in tfie Ubipd State| and Roperi Kittj^pages^f ysgopp ste*
abroad. Current goafs of the society |pe to Angela Thompson, Alkn Watfrs,
recognize supericf- achievemen| in charlotte f'ood, Dfebra Woo ds, |n c
nursing,
encofrage
leader|hip Beverly Jafkson. In addition, f|
development, faster high nur|ing communityhur^weresdiifected,^
standards and strei|then commitme|t to Terri Garnef Don Lewis, 5allyWelsh|nd
the ideals of the nfrsing profession. |
-Beverly
" Jackson, GnCfe 5:Inductpd,
*• (*
New memberS§nay be ind||jtedwl|ile students ai^nt|M^^^in|||nb|i
earning a Bachelofor Maaajjbf Sciefce
Degree in Nursing.f n addition, member|. Mu Kappa dnaptetjafsSigfna;'
may nominate a nur^p from thecommunity . annually <jbhidu|tsbre^ar||iaf |n|hc$
who has made a significant contribution a distinguished lecture series, this year
to the profession lelated to practi||, % the %^Jkeit: for th! lecture series was Dr.
research, education Cijr publication. ,-:
'fSarah -Ijueidner who specializes in
This yearover |(|istudents fromJtSp -^erontoljilgyi
applied. Sigma T§3§,ta Tau reyjjiii|§d
\

By Kelly Nelson

J||:

BSN Annual Fall Research Day Hek
By Kelly Nelson
Staff Writer

Vtic:e President of Nyrsjrtg at St. J oseph
H%pi tal; Pa| Ehsarf pOcfiTHrector of Silaff

^
*
v
Finally, fie day arrived. Affr wepks of
long hours afthe |brary|jugglin| schedules
to meet wi|h ot|er grdbp megiberf, and
agonizing tjme spent org^iizingf ndisifting
through mpunds of articleland jbcyfments,
t e aP|l||i a |giluarter|Res|^r|h Day
spons(|edbytheBSNdepaitmentfasheld.
Formfiyofthe nclfly 80 BSN students vM

DeHelopmeri at American,-and Dr. Eunice
Be| Director of Clinical Education a l
Melorial Mfcdical Center,
first pl|ce was awarded to
Brown, Maty Ellen Calderon, Jennifer
foamier, Ja|ice Mark, and Linda Roper:
their project-entitled Foley Catheter: Ri?
Therapy, g|cond Place was given
Michelle Alffi, Rita Bray, Hope B umsed

f

partg^red.anaulb^ghofl^her^lM^mGore.dlfc
the |hd of much liard work. The research
Polypharmacy in ^ifNoncorJrence.heUtlte^e^oonofNovember hystitutionaljed Elderly. Third place went
l2(f at Memorial ||edt^^ei^i^the r» 3 prefect about Pediatric Pa'"
culmination ofaquarter's worth ofwork andf Management submitted by Jon Dein ard.
an opportunity|-to show tetfow students, Klee Marks, David Metzger, Lis a S mith,

instructors, andijbther nurs^j.:v^|^|jt:hey

n

Thompson

discovered du|ing the course of their
V «ers will go on to compete at the
x ensive reseaft •
Sigm$ Th^ta Tau research conference in
in

problem, !uLy^sLchZSrSe
up with resegifch based
nursing inattentions of
their own iiJil projected
future needs j&r research in
that 'speq||ici area. All
information was displayed
on tryptics created by the
individual groups.
Participants not only
received grades on their
projects from instructors but
also were judged by a panel
of nurses.';:'The panel
consisted of Pat Valenzano,

«l|ingi'here cash prizes wiH beawatded

mrm:

x**rvf

BSN R esearch Day Article l^place winners: (LtoR) Afary Ellen Calderon, JtmH0
Fourmer, Lindh Roper, Janice Mark, and Shirley Brown.
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ATTENTION ALL NURSING STUDENTS!
KAPLAN
NCLEX-R.N. REVIEW
PREPARATION FOR THE FEBRUARY '94
NCLEX-R.N.

TEST DATE:
COURSE LOCATION:
DIAGNOSTIC TEST:

SESSION 1
SESSION 2
SESSION 3
SESSION 4
SESSION 5
SESSION 6
SESSION 7
SESSION 8
SESSION 9
SESSION 10

Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat

FEBRUARY 2 & 3 1994
ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
SAVANNAH
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
DECEMBER 4, 1993

January 8
January 8
January 9
January 15
January 15
January 16
January 22
January 22
January 23
January 29

9:00 am -1:30 pm
2:00 pm - 6:30 pm
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 1:30 pm
2:00 pm - 6:30 pm
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 1:30 pm
2:00 pm - 6:30 pm
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 1:30 pm

*SPEC1AL TUITION OF $195.00 IF PAID IN FULL (SINGLE PAYMENT) BY DECEMBER 15. AFTER
DECEMBER 1 5: $295.00- TUITION MUST BE PAID IN FULL NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 27,
1993.

TO ENROLL: Tuition is payable to KAPLAN. Credit Card, cashier's check or money order will
be accepted. Please send your payment to:
KAPLAN
3384 Peachtree Road
Suite 400
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
Or phone in your credit card enrollment to:
1-800-338-0289 The Atlanta Kaplan Chapter
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With all of the
talk last quarter
announcing the
arrival of the distance
learning program, Dr.
Dick Nordquist is
happy to announce
that, yes, the
equipment is finally
here, and distance
learning classes will
officially begin this
quarter

Photo by

————————

Coming
Soon!

SGA
Elections!

r

Baker

Good Professor, Bad Professor... continued
Continued From page 25.
On graduation night, Annette Logue,
chief editor of the Geechee, had asked
me to take color photographs for the
annual as the deadline for cobr photos
was in March. I had not really wanted
to go. It was cold and wet and 1 had
forgotten that the Civic Center was also
having Ice S kating and so I had to park
three blocks away. I arriv ed late and
stealthily worked my way up to the
comer of the stage so as not to offend
anyone seated up front. As the
ceremony ended, I fo cused my sight
internally, in hopes that I wo uld not see
the person which I had a llowed to make
me miserable all quarter and made me
question my own abilities and sense of
justice. I suppo se I mu st have been
frowning when the waving face of
George Pruden passed by me smiling and
brought me back to reality. There was
something about his face w hich just
spoke of k indness and caring; the kind of
face that makes you feel good about
yourself and encourages you to do your
best because you want to, not because
you have to.

laugh. I loo ked back up at the stage
unconcerned about the fate of my GPA
and there the professor appeared. I
hadn't been seen so I flattened myself
against the wall and using peripheal
vision pretended to ignor the approaching
figure. It may sound silly but I've
worked enough around people and
animals to read emotions in body
movement's and eyes. I th ink anyone
who's good with people picks up on these
things too, but it's rather odd, because
society dictates that we act one way even
though our body betrays us. We just
pretend,like farting in public, that noone
else noticed or else were polite enough to
ignor our mishap.
So when the dread professor reached
the b ottom step and caught sight of me
from the corner of an eye, 1 wa tched as
the head averted, the eyes boked away
as if afraid or uncomfortable, almost as
if in guilt of something and I kn ew before
the grades ever arrived by mail that I had
been given the first C that I had ever
been given since my return to school
nearly five years ago.

My friends all say I sh ould protest.
That it isn t right to let one person have
A wave of black robes all blending
that much control over your future, but
into one proceded to flow past and as I
I'm not good at protesting face to face
was beginning to return to fantasy land, and the averted look that met me at the
Major Scott's face popped out at me
bottom of those stairs was admittance
grinning like a kid who's just been let out
enough that I wa s not deserving of the
of school for the summer and I had to
grade I rec eived. It is a pity that those

who paint by numbers, afraid to so
outside the lines, will never kn ow the
meaning of freedom of expression. Sol
suppose I feel less sorry for me and not
sorry for the professor, but I k now wta
to expect now and I can gu arantee ikn
will not happen to me again. Whether
the professor is "good" or "b ad" will not
alter my faith in my abilities and 1
suggest that should you feel p ersecuted
favored, it is wiser to trust yo ur iiucncc
and fight t o protect yourself in a dignify
manner. Being treated unfairly is
difficult to prove, but if you suspectth~
a professor is treating you with disnP
remember this: Your tuition pays the
professor's salary.
Without your support, they do not lwa job. They need you as much as P
need them and it is their obligation to
serve your needs and ensure yo ur
success. Considering you are the <0
primarily paying for their e xisting tC.
I think you have a right to e xpect a
"good" deal in return. But then, t^ 1
just my opinbn and opinions are no>
gods.
A professor on campus cotvM''
that ASC is one of the few c ampus^
where professors and students have

separate bathrooms. While 1 an -wr'
there are some undignified conn^
that could be made in this r egard
just say that if it d oesn't stink, I
we'll never find out about it.

January is a
Capricorn resolutions,
month of
Capricorns,
and
for
to begin,
a g ood time
time to
Now is the
hurts and
resolve past
disloyalties involving family,
business, and friends. Let go of the
uneasiness caused by the inner
turmoil brought about by the
stress of unfair relationships of the
past. Sta rt the new year off with a
clean slate. Ring in the New Year
with a happy heart.

smile. Take the initiative to mend
the broken fences, and you'll be
surprised at the results. January is
a good time to spend with your
family and grow in the harmony
found there.

you. You can be quite a
whirlwind and forceful reckoning.
Don't let the green-eyed jealousy
eat away at you. Be direct and
ask questions. Most of your fears
are self-inflicted. All in all though
1994 will be a good year for the
lion.

year seriously. You have the will
power to accomplish them.

Sagittarius - You have spent 1993
trying to hold it together. There is
some relief in 1994 ,but 1995 will
be your year. This year will
hold some unexpected
Taurus - The last few years have
surprises. However, all in
been a bit tough for most of you.
The beginning of 1994
Virgo - This could be a trying year all, it will be a good year to
should be the calm
for the timid Virgo. The stronger work hard toward a secret
before another storm.
signs around you will try to bring goal. Be prepared to fight for
what you want, and it will
Take advantage of the
you under their will. Be strong
be
yours. Take a few chances and
respite and ready yourself for a few and listen to the little voice inside
live a little.
more turbulent months later in
of you. Plan a vacation away
Aquarius -1994 should be a more
1994. If used wisely, these next
from those who want to
settled year for you.
SISTER SULA PREDICTS:
few months can steer you toward
expose you to their
Unfortunately, you must be
the winning path. Be patient and
bossiness. Do something
patient a little longer for your year
• ASC will close buddings and
to pamper yourself.
listen to your innerself.
in the sun.
switch to mobile classrooms and
Believe that you are
|
\ January
Winnebagos®
(for distance
good. Enjoy the children around
Gemini - January will see the
should be I \ quiet and
learning).
you for to them you are
awakening of many of you. The
peaceful. It 1 \ seems to be
• Madonna will denounce
wonderful.
last few years probably seem a
agoodmonth\ \ to take care bit like you have lived in a
rock n 'roll and start the''Almost A
of a ll o f those
untidy
Virgin" convent.
Libra - 1994 begins with some
fog. Life in 1994 can be a
chores yo u put
off during daring adventure, if you
• Cher breaks New Year resolution
conflict in the personal and
the holidays. Begin to organize
financial realms of your life. Try
are willing to take the
(see page 10) and marries
and get ready for a change.
w
risk. If not, it could be
much to steer clear of borrowing or
Butthead.
loaning
money
.
during
the
of the same humdrum of the last
• Man-eating Chicken graduates
Pisces - This will be the year of the two years. Change your life. Get next few months. I Keep on
from Armstrong.
emotional roller coaster for many a new hairstyle. Buy new clothes. your toes because it I could
• The Inkwell second annual
of you. The quick moving highLook inside yourself and find you. happen before you I even agree. swimsuit contest is banned because
l o w
action of your life
Offer advice and I steer them of a sexual harassment suit, but the
will make you feel a Cancer -1994 should see a more
toward others that I can
competition is held "under cover."
bit unbalanced.
perhaps
help.
They
will
thank
calm beginning than the 1993
• Dr. Joe Buck discovers ASC's glue,
Take time this
you
in
the
long
run.
Your
bumpy
ending. The craziness that
and gets a patent.
year to rest and
ride in 1993 will come to a halt
decided
to stand
• Dead cat found floating in Quad
take
care of your
and even out in 1994. This will
up and
be
fountain-- serial cat killer
health. January will counted all at once in December
seem wonderful at first but will be suspected..
be generally a good month to
missed at times.
should quiet down. These early
• Gueery Gillory finds hidden wall
make new friends and create new
months should be used to sooth
safe in dorms; skips country and
hobbies. Get ou t and socialize.
Scorpio - 1994 is the year of
over the hurt feelings caused over
heads to Istanbul
You never know who is waiting for the holidays. Make the extra
surprises. Look around you now
• The Inkwell office gets new chairs
you just around the corner.
because by the end of
effort to say I'm sorry. All will be
and carpet!
1994 many things in
forgiven. Remember Valentine's
• Every ASC student makes a 4.0
Aries - Harmony surrounds you
'your life could have
day is just around the corner.
during winter quarter.
turned completely
for
the next few months,
• ASC buys Vick's Trailer Park in
around. Be prepared to fight for
especially in the family
Leo - TakeM
your excessive
an effort to achieve vertical and
those things you want to keep and
arena. Someone that
and direct
horizontal intergration (in other
look out for things that you want.
|
you
f thought was lost to you them in aV
positive path.
words, if you sell the trailers, you
Begin in January by cleaning
may offer a hand in
Remember the poor souls that
house. Take your resolutions this can buy 'em cheap!)
peace. Accept it with a have to live in close proximity to
IT WILL HAPPEN! ••

O
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Tite inkwell] Brain Cramp
JJ J OAT."
ARDOUS
Top Ten List
WARNING LABELS AREH AZ

To Your Intelligence

From the home office in Hollywood, CA.

TOP TEN NEW YEAR
RESOLUTIONS OF CELEBRITIES;
10. Elvis: "1994 is the year I'll abandon
my random appearances. Thank 'yal
very much."
9. Ghost of J. Edgar Hoover: "It's 1994? 1
guess I'll come out of the closet."
8. Talk show hosts: "We'll produce morej
segments with sex themes," says Geraldo.
7. Cher: "I'm gonna stop the sex stufl
with Butthead (of Beavis and Buttheadj
fame). He's just too old."
6. Liz Taylor: "1*11 have plastic surgery!
this year. My age is starting to show, and
I'd rather look like Michael Jackson."
5. Donna Mills: "1 resolve to cut my ties
with the psychic hotline and make myj
own decisions!" (Cause I'm a blonde!)
4. Hillary Clinton: "I will NEVER let Al|
Gore cut my hair again. Humph!"
3. Michael Jackson: "I'm afraid I'mgoing!
to have to promise to abandon my
lucrative day care business and closej
Neverland to minors... 1993 was sol
humiliating."
2. The Marlboro® Man: "I'm gonna kick!
the habit. Them cowboy killers'll kill
ya."
1. Bill Clinton: "I won't raise taxes this
year, I won't cheat on my wife this year,
and I promise I will not inhale this
year."

By Benjamin A. Baker
Staff Writer
Feeling inadequate in the highpressure academic world? Is all that
studying giving you brain cramps? Take a
few minutes out of your busy schedule for
some light reading.
Pull out your cigarette lighter (or
borrow one from somebody) and read the
warning on the side. The absurdity of it
will brighten your day, especially when
you realize that the dolts who came up
with that fine piece of literature are
college graduates. So see, you don't have
to be a genius to get a job after all.
The little label screams at you in
capital letters, "DANGER: EXTREMELY
FLAMMABLE." Yeah, no kidding.
What good would a lighter be if the fluid
wasn't extremely flammable? You could
wear your thumb right down to the bone
trying to coax a flame from a lighter filled
with a more docile fluid. Can you
imagine an alcohol-filled lighter, for
instance?
You are further warned not to use
the lighter near fire or flame. So what do
they call that smudge of yellow that
comes shooting out of the end? Have you
ever tried to keep the lighter away from
that yellow smudge that comes out of the
end? Maybe that could be a new
Olympic sport.
Next the label shouts, "CAUTION:
Do not puncture, incinerate or expose to
temperature, sun or otherwise above 120
degrees Fahrenheit." I certainly would
like to know who thought up that
beautifully crafted sentence. How do you
keep from exposing the lighter to
temperature? Is that humanly possible?
Are they trying to suggest that suns that
are less than 120 degrees Fahrenheit are
safe?
I'm still trying to figure out what an
otherwise is, though. Maybe someone
could bring one by the office sometime.
It would be a real tragedy if someone was
maimed—or even killed—because they
exposed a lighter to an otherwise (that
was above 120 degrees Fahrenheit)
simply because they didn't realize the
danger of an overheated otherwise.
These activities, appearantly, aren't
as dangerous as keeping the flame away
from the lighter. Puncturing or
incinerating the lighter only rate a
caution while keeping the lighter away
from the flame requires a full-blown
DANGER.
The label also warns against letting
children get their devious little hands on
a ighter. Why, who knows what tragedy
would befall mankind if someone under
the age of 16 actually got a hold of one of
these dangerous devices (especially if
they contained the more docile alcohol

instead of the current malicious
concoction).
Can you imagine the trouble a
lighter filled with alcohol would cause
(besides being less flammable and
therefore harder to light)? Then Kitty
Dukakis wouldn't have had to guzzle
hairspray, she could've just popped the
tops on a couple of lighters. Of course,
then they would have to forbid anyone
under 21 from possessing a lighter. They
would also have to ban Sunday lighter
sales. And you naively thought
marketing lighters was an easy business.
Another sentence advises you to
hold the lighter away from your face
while lighting. You need to be very
careful here, you never know when the
lighter will decided to imitate a blow
torch. Besides, why would you want to
put the lighter close to your face anyway!
Surely not to light a cigarette.
Don't you just love those little levers
for adjusting the flame? On some lighters
the flame adjusts from blow-torch to oil
well fire, and on others from a wee little
gasp of a flame down to an imagination of
a flame. You'd think they would have
some sort of standard for these things.
Finally, the label reminds you to
extinguish the flame after use. Shucks,
and I al ways kept it lit wnenT put it in
my pocket to keep my hands warm. I
guess it's a good thing I read the warning
label; I c ould have hurt myself.
The important things to remember,
as you return to your studies, are: 1)
There are people in the world who are
deeply concerned about your well being,
2) There are jobs for "B" students, and3)
keep that flame away from the lighter
and watch out for overheated otherwises
(and be thankful they don't have
alcohol-filled lighters). ••
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Sometimes Dreams Do Become Realities... Even In the Dorms
By Annette Logue
Assistant Editor

The year was 1976, and the
students appear mad. ASC was a
strong, viable college that lacked
one thing-dorms. The students
protested in a very visual manner as
shown by the picture to the right.
Signs read, "All students are invited
to move into student housing free!"
and "Welcome Senator Talmadge
to A.S.C.'s low rent housing."
Today, the dormitories are in full
swing and have recently been
upgraded by the addition of new
mattresses and have undergone
routine inspections by the resident
housing staff.
Although our dorms are not fully
equipped, they are a far cry better
than the bunkbed, double desk/
closet, and on e bathroom per floor
units of othe r colleges. Each area
contains two bedrooms with twin
beds, a living area, and a separate
bathroom. It may not be the Hilton,

but one has to admit ,it beats
the 1976 version of student
housing by a mile.
During the Christmas
break, 178 mattresses were
replaced and were supposed to
be donated to the Grace house.
Unfortunately, the conflicts in
delivery caused the goodwill
gesture to go slightly awry. But
in standing with the season, it
is the thought that counts.
The dorms are overseen by
the Resident Manager, Gary
Guillory
and
Resident
Assistants, John McKenna and
Rusty Zittrouer.
They
completed routine inspections,
such as looking for damaged walls,
cleanliness, and other maintenance
problems during the Christmas break
as well. They also handle the dayto-day problems that arise. The
members of the Resident Housing
staff take their job to uphold the
goals of the Department of Student

Gary, are you looking for wall damage, or wall safes?

Photo Compliments of Dr. Bob Strozier

ASC Students of 1976 "Had A Dream."

Housing seriously. They do their
best to ensure that each student is
provided with a safe living
environment which is very much
condusive to learning.
Dealing with a wide-range of
students on aday today basis couldn't

be an easy job. This writer can't
even imagine trying to make that
many people feel at home and cope
with the diverse needs of so many
students. So, The Inkwell would like
to say a job well done and keep up
the good work.

John and Gary work eagerly to replace mattresses throughout the dormitory complex.
"Where are you, Gary?'
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By Anthony Rwbino, Jr.

"A mon I* n*v«r drunk H h« con loy on th» Hoof without holding on"—Joe C La wit

Now you can understand and communicate with the sobriety Impaired.
while remaining completely soberUoln us tor this week s Installment of...

HOW TO SPEAK DRUNKENEESE

Tell you what officer. Instead
of counting backward from
100. why don't I Just slip Into
a nice little coma, all rlghfy?

ACROSS
1 Hig h mountains
5 Halt by legal
means
10 Resting
14 Protective cover
15 Blackbird
16 Center
17 Completed
18 More frigid
19 Carton
20 Footing the bill
22 Serene
24 Oslo natives
26 Under the
weather
27 Country home
30 Vaporized
34 Fold over
35 Thin leather belt
37 Venerate
38 Continent
40 Wicked works
42 Lat. abbr.
43 Hackneyed
45 Spews
47 Carbohydrate:
suff.
48 Fee for
wrongdoing
50 Provided party
food
52 — Grande
53 Mex. title
54 Like a powerful
play
58 Injure
62 Indian princess
63 Place for sports
65 Productive
thought
66 God of love
67 Private person
68 Tennis needs
69 Desire
70 Great name in
golf
71 Being

1

2

6

3

14

15

17

1

7

8

22

"
29

39

•

40

44

43

56

62
66

•
_
•

•

57

60

61

I
I
1
I
47

•so

51

53
•58
64

63

70
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6 Champagne
word
7 Very short time
8 Dairy item
9 Allow
10 Praise
11 Hugging snakes
12 Gaelic
13 Transfer
document
21 Negative votes
23 Entreaty
25 Poll
27 Necklace
fastener
28 Speed
29 Of bees
30 Fit together
31 Engine
DOWN
32 Rub out
1 Above
33 Struck out
2 Volcanic
36 Goal
product
39 One causing
3 Quarry
fright
4 Run
41 Normal course
5 Move to another 44 Eng. essayist
country
46 Gr. portico

59

•
r

65
68

67

69

GetV

33

"

I52
55

32

"

"

48

31

"

36

35

38

•_

23

w...

34

12 ir

19

21

28

11

16

24

54

10

18

20

27

9

49 Sums up
51 Luxury fur
53 Play section
54 Sketched
55 — avis
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Dear Students,
I hope that all of you had a s afe and
happy holiday season. I know 1 sure did
Went home to Sweethollow. Golly, 1 had
such a fine time. While 1 was th ere,
everybody kept tellin1 me what a fancy
accent I had living in Georgia. 1 guess'
found out that visitin' home is ni ce b ut
once you leave, nothing ever se ems quite

. ^^^V^kgmonayulrl)

the same except for memories.
I really am glad to be home gaain here
at ASC. Believe it or not, 1 went into my
dorm room and thought I had go
ne into the
Motel 6.

Sittin on that bed wa s br an

store bought m
attresss. Iguess
Santa must of thought all usdorm students
spankin1 new

was good this year cos' everyone of us got3

TRANSLATION
Please don't take this the
wrong way, but I'm about
to projectile vomit a
meatball sub Into your ear.

new one.
You fellas keep on writin' to us out

Oops! Well they sure don't
make valuable, 13th century |
Ming vases the way they
used to. Do they?

there and me. and Hank will write ya hac
He must of liked going home cos he's sti
there. He may be still waitin' for Santacos
3?y S/ssy S8oa/r/y£/

he really wasn't such a goodboy. But he|S
stubborn.
Sissy

